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Transportation
“We have to do something about the traffic problem; I organize my life around rush hour
traffic.” (a Canton resident)

Goal: The Town will work – both locally and regionally – towards
improving traffic flow, including providing alternatives to automobile
travel.
Policies:
1. Public safety should be a critical element in all transportation and traffic
decisions, such as safer street crossings.
2. Canton should work to reinvent the town’s image from a pass-through town to a
“come-to” or “live-in” town.
3. Canton should review existing studies with the goal of creating new possibilities
for the town. This should include a review of the Rte. 138 Corridor Study,
Washington Street Corridor Study, Growth Management Study, and the Phase I
Municipal Growth Planning Study.
4. Create practical and readily implementable actions to improve traffic flow in
town.
5. Consider expanding and/or improving in-town bus service with consistent and
reliable service; consider regional links.
6. The Town should develop a parking plan which takes into consideration new
opportunities for parking in town center consistent with the new vision for a
vibrant town center, including consider priority parking for Canton residents at
train stations.
7. In development opportunities of every size, Canton should encourage
transportation links, including sidewalks, walking, and biking trails to connect
shopping, housing, school, and recreation locations, in order to encourage
alternative transportation modes.
8. The Town should support, be aware of, and involve itself in all regional efforts at
improving traffic flow in and around Canton.

Major Observations on Transportation:
•

•

Canton residents commute by public transportation at a higher rate than residents
of neighboring communities and Massachusetts as a whole
Route 138, as the most likely location for future development, also presents the
best opportunity for the town to manage the form that development will take.
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The lack of parking availability at the town’s two commuter rail stations is a
constraint on the number of town residents that can use transit. Many of the
vehicles parked at these stations are from other towns.

Major Recommendations for Transportation:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement the recommendations of the Route 138 Study (consolidate curb cuts,
add sidewalks and bike lanes) and take additional steps, such as requiring new
development to front the street, to accommodate new growth in a way that
benefits the town.
Take an active role in the planning for the I-93/I-95 interchange project to ensure
that the construction of a Dedham Street off ramp from I-95 occurs in such a way
that the town is not negatively impacted by highway traffic bypassing
construction.
Conduct a survey of paper streets. Revisit the permitting designation of approved
but as yet non-existing street locations that are inconsistent with town
development goals.
Consider a new roadway connecting Canton Center with Route 138 and the
eastern half of the town. Explore alternative routes.
Explore options for creating resident-only parking spaces near the town’s two
commuter rail stations, including purchasing land for that purpose, or creating
incentives for developers to create spaces for that use in conjunction with other
Canton center projects.
Encourage local employers to disseminate information on reverse commute transit
information.
Explore the potential for a town-funded demand response transit service.
Improve the pedestrian environment to the east of Canton Junction station to
strengthen the connection between this station and the town center.
Consider creation of a parking structure to provide additional parking (possible
site: Walgreen’s parking lot).
Designate and enforce employee parking to free up parking spaces in the center
for patrons.
Work with employers to reduce traffic impacts.
Improve pedestrian/ cycling environment through the provision of an
interconnected path system.
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CHAPTER 7. TRANSPORTATION
The Town of Canton is very well served by the regional
transportation network, with direct or nearly direct access to two
interstate highways, a third limited access highway, two commuter
rail routes, the busiest corridor on the Amtrak national rail
network, and three principal arterials. This high level of access to
the regional transportation system is a key factor contributing to
the town’s desirability. At the same time, this concentration of
transportation infrastructure also results in burdens that other, less
accessible towns do not bear.
The predominant means of travel for Canton commuters is the
automobile. 83% of commuters from the town reach their places of
employment by driving alone (76.6%) or carpooling (6.4%).
Canton’s auto share is roughly the same as that for Massachusetts
as a whole, and slightly below the average for its seven
neighboring communities. The number of vehicle registrations in
the town has increased from 15,500 in 1990 to slightly more than
19,000 in 1999. This increase in registrations has been
accompanied by a shift from automobiles to light trucks (including
sport utility vehicles). In 1990 this vehicle class represented 12%
of all registrations. By 1999 light trucks accounted for 25% of
registrations. During the same period the number of automobile
registrations increased by only 5%.
Table 7.1: Canton/Neighboring Towns Commuting Modes
TOWN
DRIVE
PUBLIC
CAR POOL OTHER
ALONE
TRANSIT
76.6%
12.3%
6.4%
4.7%
Canton
75.9%
7.9%
10.6%
5.6%
7 Town Avg.
Dedham
79.5%
9.4%
5.6%
5.5%
Milton
73%
12.2%
7.2%
7.6%
Norwood
77%
10.9%
7.3%
4.8%
Randolph
73.2%
10.3%
12%
4.5%
Sharon
72.4%
13.1%
7.3%
7.2%
Stoughton
78%
9%
8.5%
4.5%
Westwood
78.9%
9.7%
4.6%
6.8%
73.8%
8.7%
9%
8.5%
Massachusetts
12.3% of Canton commuters reach their workplace via public
transportation. This is well above the state average of 8.7%, and
greater than the transit share for all of the neighboring towns with
the exception of Sharon (13.1%). Working at home (3.5%) and
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walking (1%) were the next most popular commute modes as
reported in the 2000 Census.
7.1 Roadways
7.1.1 Classification
There are three, limited access, divided highways in the town—
Interstate 93, Interstate 95, and Route 24. Only I-93 provides direct
access to Canton at Route 138, although there is a major
interchange between I-93 and I-95 in the town, and access to both
Route 24 and I-95 is within one half mile of the town borders. I-95
provides a direct route to Providence to the south. And from the
interchange with I-93 in the northern end of Canton, it merges with
Route 128, the inner circumferential highway in metropolitan
Boston. In the early 1970s a plan for I-95 to be extended into
downtown Boston was abandoned, resulting in the rerouting of I95 onto Route 128. Route I-95/128 provides access to numerous
employment centers in Boston’s western suburbs. I-93 provides the
most direct highway access into Boston’s central business district.
Although the alignment is not a direct route, it provides a 17-mile
trip to downtown Boston. Route 24 begins at I-93 just to the east of
Canton and provides access south to the cities of Brockton, New
Bedford and Fall River. Route 24 passes through the eastern corner
of the town.
Route 138 is the most heavily traveled principal arterial in Canton.
A north-south route in the town’s eastern half, Route 138 is the
location of much of the town’s commercial base (see the Economic
Development chapter). Route 138 is a major link between Canton
and the town of Stoughton. To the north, after entering the town of
Milton, Route 138 becomes Blue Hill Avenue—one of the
principal arterials in the city of Boston and the commercial
backbone of the Mattapan and Dorchester neighborhoods.
Washington Street, which connects Route 138 to the town center
and Sharon, and Neponset Street, which connects the center with
the town of Norwood, are the other principal arterials in Canton.
Blue Hill River Road, and Dedham, Pleasant, Randolph, and
Sherman Streets are classified as minor arterials, and there are
eight other streets classified as urban collectors. Including local
streets, there are 96 miles of accepted roadway in the town of
Canton. There are also 28 miles of “paper streets” (planned streets
and private ways) that have not been accepted by the town.
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Map 12: Canton Roadway Functional Classification

7.1.2 Traffic Volumes/Counts
In the past five years, Canton has been the subject of two
transportation planning efforts undertaken by the state’s Central
Transportation Planning Staff. These are the Congestion
Management System study and the Route 138 Corridor Study. The
CMS was required for the entire Boston metropolitan planning
area as a result of the region’s non-compliant air quality status with
the objective of improving air quality by reducing congestion. As
part of the CMS, CTPS evaluated conditions on three primary
travel corridors within the town. These corridors were Route 138,
Neponset Street, and Dedham Street. Average travel speeds on
these three arterials, for both the morning and afternoon peak
periods are shown in the following table.
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Table 7.2: Peak Hour/Direction Travel Speeds
High Average
Low Average
Road
Direction/Time
Speed/Location
Speed/Location
Route 138
Northbound/AM
36 mph / Stoughton 20 mph /
Line
Randolph St.
Route 138
Southbound/PM
47 mph / I-93 off
28 mph /
ramp
Washington St.
Dedham
Northbound/AM
35 mph / JFK
31 mph / Shawmut
Street
School
Dedham
Southbound/PM
37 mph /
16 mph / JFK
Street
Devonshire Dr.
School
Neponset
Northbound/AM
40 mph / Chapman 21 mph / Bolivar
Street
Street
St.
Neponset
Southbound/PM
29 mph / Walpole
9 mph / Plymouth
Street
Street
St.
The Route 138 Study conducted by CTPS looked at existing
conditions and opportunities for improving the level of service on
Route 138 in the towns of Milton, Canton and Stoughton. The
study identified the section of Route 138 just south of the I-93
interchange as the most heavily traveled portion of the corridor,
with a two-way daily traffic volume of nearly 40,000 vehicles. A
3,400 foot section of Route 138 between Pequot Park and the
Merkert Enterprises parcel was highlighted by the study as the
location of numerous unsignalized side streets and driveways from
which or onto which substantial numbers of left-turns are made.
One recommendation of the study was to explore opportunities to
consolidate some of these access points to Route 138 into a few
signalized intersections. Other recommendations from the Route
138 Study are shown in Table 7.3.
7.1.3 Traffic Safety
According to data collected by MassHighway between 1997 and
1999, five of the state’s 1000 most frequent accident locations are
within the town of Canton. The two locations with the highest
number of accident were both at highway interchanges on the
interstate system—I-95 and I-93 (ranked 11th in the state with 295
accidents over the three year period) and Route 138 and I-93
(ranked 75th with 134 accidents). The three other top Canton
accident locations were more local in nature—the intersections of
Washington and Royall, Washington and Turnpike, and Turnpike
and Randolph. Each of these intersections experienced between 47
and 57 accidents over the three-year period. Other than the I-93/I95 interchange, all four of the top accident sites in Canton are
along the Route 138 corridor. Recognizing the safety concerns on
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Table 7.3: Route 138 Study Recommendations
Improvement Type

Location

Description

Estimated
Cost

Collision reduction

At Greenlodge

$200,000

Pedestrian improvements

Washington to
Randolph
North of Randolph
St.

Prohibit left turns from
Greenlodge during peaks;
resurface/ restripe Rt 138
Add sidewalk on west side of
Route 138
Install an LED sign in the
southbound direction
warning of signal beyond hill
Create right-in/right-out-only
driveways; add new access
points via service roads
Identify driveways in need of
visual or geometric
improvements
Add wider shoulders and
sidewalks; consider service
roads with consolidated
access points
Add turn lane
Add speed limit signs
Increase awareness of
existing service
Undertake a study on lighting
needs on 138r
Enhance sidewalks near ski
area, extend them to new
sidewalks at Royall; add
sidewalks between
Washington-Randolph,
Pequot Park-Merkert, and
Lincoln-Central. Enhance
breakdown lane.

Collision reduction
Curb Cut, Congestion
Improvements

At J. Baker and
Merket, Inc.

Aesthetic, Curb Cut
Improvements

Numerous
driveways

Congestion Reduction

Between Dan Road
and Stoughton line

Turning lane added
Signage improvements
Public transit
improvements
Lighting Improvements

At Stagecoach
Ponkapoag area
Throughout
corridor
Throughout
corridor
Throughout
corridor

Bicycle/Pedestrian
Improvements

$70,000 $100,000
$10,000 $15,000
$500,000 $750,000
N.A.
N.A.

$25,000
$500
$75,000
N.A.
N.A.

this heavily traveled corridor, MassHighway has plans to upgrade
the intersections of Route 138 and Washington Street and Route
138 and Randolph Street. This $750,000 project will be paid for
with state funds and is currently programmed in the Transportation
Improvement Program for construction in fiscal year 2005.
Other Canton intersections with 20 or more accidents from 1997 to
1999 were all on Washington Street (at the intersections with
Sherman, Neponset, Bolivar, Revere, and Pleasant Streets). Four
intersections that experienced a high number of accidents (60 or
more) during the three year period, are located just beyond the
town border but are frequently used by Canton residents—Route
24 and Lindelhof Avenue in Stoughton, I-95 and Neponset Street
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in Norwood, Blue Hill Avenue and Brush Hill Road in Milton, and
I-95 and University Avenue in Dedham.
Safety concerns at the Washington Street/Pleasant Street
intersection are currently the subject of much debate in the town.
Town officials have suggested that the accident statistics reported
for this intersection may be lower than the actual number of
accidents. At a recent town meeting, the Board of Selectmen voted
to approve the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection
(including a right turn signal from Washington onto Pleasant).
Table 7.4: Top Accident Locations in Canton
Location
Number
(1997-99)
I-95 and I-93
295
I-93 and Route 138
134
Washington/Royall
57
Turnpike/Randolph
57
Washington/Turnpike
47
Washington/Pleasant
30
Washington/Neponset
30
7.1.4 Other Traffic Issues
In late 2002, a new slip ramp from Dedham Street was opened to I95 South. Although located in Canton, this ramp provides access
primarily to traffic originating in Westwood and Norwood, as left
hand turns across Dedham Street onto the ramp are prohibited.
This ramp is considered a benefit to the town of Canton. Before its
construction, traffic originating in the University Avenue
industrial/commercial zone destined for I-95 South would often
use Dedham and Chapman Streets (in addition to local residential
streets) to reach the Neponset Street interchange, rather than
traveling via Route I-95/128 for one exit on what is frequently a
congested stretch of highway. With the new ramp at Dedham
Street, traffic from University Avenue has less incentive to use
local Canton streets to access I-95.
For several years the Massachusetts Highway Department has
planned an off-ramp onto Dedham Street from I-95 North. This
project has the potential to divert traffic bound for Route 138
commercial areas from the what is currently the most likely
route—I-95 North to I-93 North to Route 138—onto Dedham,
Washington and Randolph Streets. This alternate route would be
particularly attractive to motorists during the morning rush hour, as
traffic often backs up approaching the I-95/I-93 interchange. Any
traffic diverted onto Dedham, Washington and Randolph Streets
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by a new off-ramp would be likely be viewed negatively by
Canton residents.
The Dedham Street off-ramp has been combined by MassHighway
with the larger I-93/I-95 interchange project. The overall project is
not currently programmed in the state’s capital program, so its
construction is unlikely to occur in the next three years. The
Boston Metropolitan Planning Organization’s long-range
transportation plan projects the project for construction after 2010.
Although this project is regional in scope, the Canton Master Plan
views certain issues as being of primary concern for the town:
Dedham Street—the town should monitor the long-range
planning process to ensure that the Dedham Street ramp
remains tied to the larger interchange project, to prevent
cut-through traffic during construction
Neponset River—the interchange project should preserve
the opportunity to create a Neponset River trail
Open space connections—opportunities to improve
connections between open space, such as the Blue Hills
Reservation, on both sides of the interchange should be
explored
Greenlodge Street—the town should determine its goals
with regard to the future of Greenlodge Street
Another state project with implications for Canton residents is the
widening of Route 128 between Randolph and Wellesley. This
project adds a fourth lane in each direction between Route 24 and
East Street in Westwood. Federal and state transportation funds
have been programmed for the replacement of bridges over the
next three years. Actual widening of the highway is programmed
to begin in FY 2005. Although the widened Route 128 will
increase capacity along the primary roadway connecting Canton
residents and employment in Boston and its western suburbs, the
actual construction should only impact the town at the junction
with Route 138 (the only location along the highway where a
Canton street crosses the Route 128 right of way).
The East West Access project, which would provide a direct route
between Canton Center and Route 138 in the vicinity of Dan Road,
was included in the 1998 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The
project was not included in the latest version of the RTP.
A short-term concern is traffic congestion in the center during the
project to bury the utility lines there (see the Economic
Development chapter). Washington Street is frequently used by
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vehicles traveling north-south between Sharon and Stoughton and
points north of the center, as it is the most direct route for that
movement. During periods of congestion in the center, many
motorists remain on Washington rather than using alternate routes.
The town’s Traffic Committee believes this is largely due to
unfamiliarity with the alternate routes on the part of through
motorists. The utility work is expected to be complete by the fall of
2004. Diverting through traffic will remain a concern after the
completion of the project, but will probably be viewed as less
imperative.
Another concern is the occurrence of trucks becoming stuck in the
viaduct at Neponset Street due to the tight turning radius there. The
town should explore adding signs on approaches to the Viaduct
directing truck traffic to and from the center to Chapman Street.
7.1.5 Recommendations
Canton’s favorable location relative to the regional highway
system is understood. The widening of Route 128 through the town
will increase highway capacity to and from the town, with some
construction-related impacts. The location of Route 138 relative to
the highway network suggests that this corridor will experience the
greatest growth pressures in future years. The town’s primary goal
in planning for roadway improvements should be to prepare Route
138 for this growth.
Other principal arterials south of Boston have already been
transformed by similar growth pressures (Route 3A and Route 18,
for example). The type of development that characterizes much of
these routes (strip development, large volumes of turning vehicles,
poor pedestrian conditions) will likely be repeated along Route 138
absent strong guidance on the part of the town. The Master Plan
recommends that Route 138 be improved, both aesthetically and
operationally, but without significant increases to its capacity. A
widened Route 138 would negatively impact the town in two
ways—by further isolating residents in the neighborhoods to the
east of the roadway, and by attracting northbound through traffic
from Stoughton away from the preferred route of Route 139 to
Route 24.
The Canton Master Plan reaffirms the recommendations of the
Route 138 Study as important tools in realizing a different outcome
for this corridor compared to similar roadways in the region.
Specifically, the Master Plan endorses the recommendations to
consolidate curb cuts to reduce the incidence of turning vehicles.
In sections of Route 138 where development is projected to occur,
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this should be accomplished by private developers as a condition
of development approval. In locations with existing businesses and
multiple curb cuts, incentives should be implemented to encourage
private participation with the town in addressing this issue.
Recommendations for bicycle and pedestrian improvements in the
corridor are addressed in the Bicycle/Pedestrian section. The town
should encourage future commercial development along Route 138
to front the street, with vehicular access and parking in the rear, to
further strengthen the pedestrian environment.
Another recommendation is for the town to resolve two
outstanding issues. The first is the issue of paper streets. The town
should conduct a survey of paper streets in the town so that land
use plans are not confronted with unexpected development in areas
where streets have already been permitted for construction. Where
approved but as yet non-existing street locations are inconsistent
with town goals for future development, efforts should be
undertaken to revisit the permitting designation of these potential
roadways.
A final issue that should be considered is that of the East-West
Access Road. Alternative locations should be explored.
Additional long-range considerations for the town include the
exploration of an additional connection through the viaduct to the
town center via Revere Street (large enough to accommodate truck
traffic destined for the center), the potential for linking Bolivar
Street and Revere Street to complete a locally-oriented cross-town
connection from I-95 to Route 138 (via the recommended East
West Connector route), and the realignment of Pleasant Street with
Dedham Street at Washington. The traffic implications and land
takings involved with these three long-range solutions suggest
further study of each approach. The town should also undertake an
analysis of traffic generated by new development along York
Street and possible mitigation options.
7.2 Public Transportation
As described earlier in this section, the town of Canton exhibits a
higher share of transit use when compared with its neighbors. This
is largely due to the level of service provided in Canton by the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), and the
travel times to destinations in Boston provided by that transit
service as compared to the highway network.
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7.2.1 Commuter Rail
The MBTA provides service to Canton primarily with commuter
rail. There are two stations in Canton—Canton Junction and
Canton Center. Canton Junction is the last main line station on the
Attleboro/Stoughton line before the service splits into two
branches. Canton Center is the first station on the Stoughton
branch. The stations are located within one half-mile of each other,
allowing most commuters to take either branch. Canton Junction is
served by 27 inbound trips to Boston and 25 outbound trips from
Boston on weekdays. Trips are every half hour or less during the
morning and afternoon peaks, and the longest gap between trips
otherwise is less than two hours. The Stoughton branch is not as
heavily used, and as a result Canton Center is served by only 9
inbound trains and 16 outbound trains. There are nine round trips
from Canton Junction on Saturdays and seven round trips on
Sundays. There is no service to Canton Center on weekends.
Travel times between Canton and Boston’s South Station range
from 25 to 35 minutes and one-way fares are currently $3, with
monthly passes available for $102.
Map 13: Attleboro/Stoughton Commuter Rail Line

7.2.1.1 Ridership/Parking Characteristics
The latest ridership figures available for the Canton commuter rail
stations are from 2002. Canton Junction is by far the busier of the
two stations with 1,650 one-way weekday boardings. There were
750 boardings at Canton Center. The higher number of boardings
at Canton Junction is due primarily to the higher frequency of
service with trains on both the Attleboro and Stoughton lines
stopping there. Although there is also more parking available at
Canton Junction, the relatively short walking distance between the
two stations suggest that more frequent service is the principal
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draw. These ridership figures were roughly the same as those
reported in 1999.
At Canton Center there is one MBTA-owned parking lot with
capacity for 215 vehicles. At Canton Junction, there are six
MBTA-owned lots and one private lot with a total of 787 parking
spaces. The cost to park is $2 at all lots. A CTPS study conducted
in 2002 showed that all eight commuter rail parking lots were
filled to capacity by 8:45am. There is also a MassHighwaymaintained park and ride facility on Route 138 at the interchange
with I-93. Like other park and ride facilities not linked with rail or
Logan Express bus service, it is operating well below its capacity.
Table 7.5:Commuter Rail Ridership and Parking 2002
Station
Daily
Parking
Available
Boardings
Spaces Used
Spaces
Canton Center
746
214
215
Canton Junction
1652
775
787
Route 128
1164
361*
2250
* 2000 data (no 2002 collected)

7.2.2 Bus Service
Fixed route bus service in Canton is operated by JBL Bus Lines
with operating assistance provided by the MBTA. The route runs
from Cobb’s Corner in Sharon, up Washington Street to Route
138, and then north into Mattapan Square where connections can
be made to the Mattapan High Speed Trolley Line and several
MBTA bus routes. Trips are hourly during the morning and
afternoon peak periods with eight daily round trips. Nine hourly
round trips are made between 8 am and 5 pm on Saturdays and
there is no service on Sundays. Average weekday ridership over
the past three years on this route has been 53 passengers. The
majority of these trips have been reverse commute trips from the
Boston area to Canton and Cobb’s Corner and intra-Canton trips,
rather than Boston-oriented commutes. The fare ranges from $.50
to $1.
Interstate Coach provides weekday commuter service between
Bridgewater and Boston. Although there are no stops in Canton in
the peak direction, Interstate does offer reverse commuter service
to/from the Canton Commerce Center on Route 138 on its
“deadhead” trips. There are three morning and four afternoon trips
between South Station, and JFK/UMass and Quincy Adams
stations on the MBTA’s Red Line subway and Canton Commerce
Center. The fare is $2. Although separate statistics for Cantonbound riders are not available, since commuter rail was restored to
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Bridgewater in 1997, more than half of the 89 average weekday
trips are believed to be Canton-oriented trips.
7.2.3 Amtrak
Route 128 Station is not in Canton but is located just across the
border in the neighboring town of Westwood. Route 128 Station
provides service on both the Attleboro/Stoughton commuter rail
line and Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor/Acela Express line. Service
levels on commuter rail are roughly the same as those at Canton
Junction, but with over 2,500 parking spaces it does provide an
alternative to Canton commuters unable to park at one of the
town’s full lots. Amtrak runs 19 trains a day to New York City for
fares ranging from $120 to $190 round trip. The travel time to New
York City ranges from just over three hours to just over four hours.
Trains also operate into Boston, although the fare and relative lack
of frequency make commuter rail more attractive.
7.2.4 Transit Concerns and Project Concepts
The public transportation concern most frequently identified by the
Canton commuters is the scarcity of parking at the town’s two
commuter rail stations. The lack of available parking is attributed
in part to commuters from other communities. This is a frequently
reported issue at many commuter rail stations in the MBTA
system, and some towns have taken measures to ensure a minimum
number of spaces be available for their residents only. This is
typically accomplished through the municipality purchasing a
parking lot expressly for that use. Alternately, Canton residents can
park at the Route 128 Station garage.
There are no imminent public transportation investments with
significant implications for the town of Canton. In the recently
adopted Program for Mass Transportation, the MBTA’s financially
unconstrained planning document, there were five projects studied
with the potential to influence the use of public transportation by
Canton residents:
TF Green Airport Commuter Rail: This project would be paid
for by the state of Rhode Island and would extend commuter rail
from downtown Providence to Green Airport in Warwick. This
extension of the Attleboro line would allow Canton residents to
board trains at Canton Junction and ride to Green Airport.
Fall River/New Bedford Commuter Rail: This project extends
the Stoughton branch to the South Coast cities of Fall River and
New Bedford. Trains to these cities would pass through both
Canton stations, although the implications for service levels have
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yet to be determined. This extension would result in some
construction-related impacts in Canton during implementation.
Recent discussions at the state level regarding funding priorities
make it unclear when or if this extension will occur.
North-South Rail Link: This project creates a new tunnel through
downtown Boston connecting South Station with North Station.
The connection would allow Amtrak to run trains through Boston
as far as the current terminal in Portland, Maine. It would also
create the opportunity to link northside commuter rail service with
southside service, with the potential for improved suburb-to-suburb
commuting to/from Canton. The most likely benefit of the Rail
Link for Canton residents would be better distribution of current
trips through downtown Boston. There is currently no funding
available or identified for this multi-billion dollar project.
Low Priority projects: The extension of the Orange Line subway
from its current terminal at Forest Hills in Boston to Route 128
Station would provide Canton residents with easy access to
Boston’s subway system. This project was discussed in the 1970s
as part of a plan to extend all rapid transit lines out from the city to
Route 128. However, environmental issues, cost, and lack of a
strong market for high frequency, rapid transit service beyond
Forest Hills make it unlikely this extension will be built. Another
low-priority project included in the PMT is Route 128
Circumferential Bus Service. Given the dispersed nature of
residences and businesses along the Route 128 Corridor and the
inherent difficulty in serving dispersed markets with fixed route
transit service, this project is also unlikely.
7.2.5 Recommendations
The town is well served by the MBTA for commuting trips into
Boston. The main concern for Canton residents is the availability
of parking at Canton Center and Canton Junction stations.
Although the availability of parking at the large, nearby Route 128
parking garage suggest that the lack of parking availability at the
two Canton stations is not as critical an issue as in other towns
lacking proximity to a regional park and ride facility, interest in
Canton resident-only spaces in town persists. One recommendation
would be for the town to identify land near one or both stations to
purchase for use as a resident-only lot. This recommendation is
tempered somewhat by the fact that the town already has 1,000
parking spaces in or near the town center that are currently used for
commuter parking. It may be inconsistent with recommendations
developed in the Economic Development chapter to devote any
more land in the town center to this use. One possible approach
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would be to link future development in the center with the creation
of resident-only commuter parking, so that private developers
could bear some of the cost.
Two other markets for transit service in Canton are reverse
commuters from Boston to Canton employment centers, and trips
with both origins and destinations within the town. As described
above, reverse commute trips are currently served by MBTA
commuter rail, JBL Bus Lines, and Interstate Coach. Ridership
figures suggest that the market for reverse commute is not large
enough to justify additional service. Although it is possible that the
low number of reverse commuters is due to a lack of information
on commuting options, the best method for reaching potential
reverse commuters is through internal communication by private
employers. The town can initiate a program to encourage local
businesses to disseminate transit information to their employees.
Explore the possibility of negotiating with the MBTA so that trains
create additional “stops” (not stations) in dense residential areas
geared to walkers.
Ensure that design of Dedham St. ramp takes into account the
watershed.
Enforce the re-routing of truck traffic and restrict them to industrial
areas as much as possible.
Encourage employers to work with the MBTA to provide shuttle
buses and satellite lots for commuters wanting to use the T.
The dispersed nature of residential communities in the town make
additional fixed-route bus service for intra-town trips infeasible.
The town may want to explore the option of a demand-response
service for town residents. Similar to demand-response service
provided by the MBTA’s The RIDE, a system could be created
that would transport passengers from point to point within the
town. The service could be fare-based or complementary, and
would likely require the advance scheduling of trips. The system
could also be designed to accommodate trips to certain important
destinations beyond the town borders (Stoughton Center, South
Shore Plaza, Braintree Logan Express, etc.).
7.3 Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities
There are no off road trails in Canton used for bicycle travel,
although the Claire Saltonstall Bikeway does pass through the
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northern end of town. The Saltonstall Bikeway links Boston to
Cape Cod, via state and local streets. In Canton, the bikeway
follows Route 138 from the Milton line to Farm Road. It then
heads east along Farm Road and Randolph Street before passing
into Randolph. The most popular bicycle map for Eastern
Massachusetts, produced by Rubel Bike Maps, identifies three
other recommended streets for bicycle travel—Neponset Street,
Washington Street (between Canton Center and Sharon) and Blue
Hill River Road. One of the recommendations of the Route 138
Study was the enhancement of the painted breakdown lane/bicycle
shoulder along the route’s entire length in Canton.
In addition to bike paths, bike racks should be provided in select
locations.
7.3.1 Recommendations
As stated in the roadway recommendations section, Route 138 is
the location where future growth is likely to occur. The Master
Plan recommends that the town of Canton take steps now to ensure
that the bicycle and pedestrian environment along the corridor is
comfortable. Although Route 138 does not currently have the same
potential to encourage walking and bicycling as a primary means
of travel, the town should work to create an environment that is not
hostile to and rather encourages the use of those modes. Here the
Master Plan again reaffirms the recommendations of the Route 138
Study in this regard (inclusion of sidewalks and paved shoulders
for bicycle lanes). Additionally, the town may want to explore the
opportunity to create a dual-use off road trail along Route 138 at its
northern end, as this is the section with the heaviest traffic volumes
and also the portion of the corridor with the Saltonstall Bikeway
designation. Special attention should also be paid to the bicycling
condition between the town center and Route 138 along
Washington Street, as this is a primary means for cyclists to access
both the designated bikeway and the recreational opportunities of
the Blue Hills Reservation.
The location of two commuter rail stations in close proximity of
one another in the center of Canton, creates unique pedestrian
opportunities. Commuters using Canton Center in the morning,
either because of proximity or parking availability, may use the
Attleboro Line on their return trip rather than wait for a Stoughton
Line. Although this may not represent a very large number of
pedestrians on a daily basis, it does provide an opportunity for the
town to improve the pedestrian environment along Sherman and
Revere Streets.
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Map 14: Transportation Recommendations

Source: MAPC
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Municipal Facilities and Services
“We need a place for our teenagers to go so they can stay out of trouble and for seniors
to stay in touch with each other…. Maybe they can share the same space and learn from
each other.” (a Canton resident)

Goal: The Town will continue to provide high quality services, facilities,
and infrastructure, while maintaining efficient resource management.
The town will value its facilities and infrastructure and will maintain them
well. Residents will all know what services are available in town and how
best to access those services.
Policies
1. The Town should support the consultant studying the need for a community
center, including their efforts to determine the most appropriate location,
activities, and age-orientation for the center.
2. Canton should assess current and future comprehensive service needs for all
residents, including a community center, adult education, social services, and
mental health resources.
3. Canton’s boards, groups, committees, and commissions should revise their
mission statements every 5 years and present them in the Town’s Annual Report.
4. Town advertising resources, including Cable 8, should be used to disseminate
information more consistently regarding services, facilities, and activities. For
example, Canton should develop a calendar of events, consider a town newsletter,
and provide web updates for all town events, groups, boards, etc.
5. The Town should explore and determine the appropriate level of priority for
improved maintenance of existing town facilities.
6. Canton should promote clean water strategies and continue to reduce inflow and
infiltration leaks in town.
7. Continue to assess the feasibility of increasing sewer connections throughout
town so that development planning is better integrated with infrastructure needs.
8. The Town should support existing programs to benefit seniors and low-income
residents, including the Board of Assessor’s 100-hour program for seniors and tax
abatement program (and determine the need for additional services).
9. Efforts should continue to keep children in local schools by improving the
curriculum and related facilities.
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10. The Town should develop a Regional Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan with the
towns of Stoughton and Sharon.

Major Observations on Public Facilities and Services:
•

In surveys taken in the visioning process of developing the master plan, residents
expressed overall satisfaction with the town’s services. Police and fire services
ranked highest, with 97% of surveyed residents expressing that the services are either
“good” or “excellent.” Residents expressed least satisfaction with street maintenance
services, which 46% reported as “fair” or “poor” based on responses to a telephone
survey.

Schools
Total enrollment in the 2002-2003 school year in Canton public schools was 2,957,
according to the MA Department of Education. The Town of Canton reported 2,973 for
the same school year in its Annual Report for 2002. This figure was an increase from the
2001-2001 school year enrollment figure of 2,900 reported in the Town Annual Report.
In 2003 Canton was back up to the level it had in 1984. There was a slow steady decline
in enrollment from 1984 to 1990, and a slow steady increase since that time.
Forecast data show total enrollments rising to the year 2010, then reducing to figures in
2020 and 2025 below existing enrollments. The year 2010 enrollment is projected to be
about 250 students more than the existing level. A study of school capacities done in
2000 by the School Superintendent shows that there is enough capacity to handle 250
more students.
Cultural and Social Facilities
• Library
The recently renovated and expanded Town Library has approximately 50,000
volumes including about 17,000 fiction volumes, 32,000 non-fiction and 2,500
paperbacks
•

Meeting Facilities
Meeting facilities are available in Memorial Hall, most notably the Salah Meeting
Room, outfitted for Selectmen’s meetings, in the newly renovated Library, at
Pequitside Farm and in the Williams Estate.

•

Community / Teen Center
There is a need for a year-round community/teen center. The Canton Recreation
Commission operates a summer Teen Center for Canton students from grades 6
through 9 at the Hanson School on Pecunit Street on Wednesdays and Thursdays
from 7:00pm to 10:00pm.

•

The Council on Aging/Senior Center
The Council on Aging maintains the D. Forbes Will Senior Center at 660 Washington
Street, which is a focal point in the community. There is a need for a larger senior
center facility.
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Public Safety
A new Public Safety Building is under construction at the Eliot School site on
Washington Street. It will house the headquarters and other offices of the Police
Department.

Police Department
The Police Department is currently housed in a 7,500 sq. ft. building at 99 Revere Street
in Canton Center. It will move to its new 24,000 sq. ft. Public Safety Building being
constructed on the site of the Eliot School on Washington Street just north and east of
Canton Center.
Fire Department
Headquarters for the Fire Department will be the existing Police Station when the police
move to the new Public Safety Building.
Building Department and Public Works Department
These are both headquartered in Memorial Town Hall. The Department of Public Works
has a maintenance facility, which it has outgrown at 150 Bolivar Street.
Water Supply/Wastewater Management
Responsibilities:
The Water Division is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Town’s water
supply, providing for the health and well being of the public. The Water Division is
funded entirely by the water rate payers.
The department is responsible for the repair and replacement of water meters.
A leak detection survey of the entire distribution system is conducted every other year
and all leaks are repaired in accordance with the Federal Digsafe Law.
The department responds to resident inquiries of system problems such as low water
pressure, condensation, discolored water, leaks in the roadway and service leaks.
Distribution:
The Water Division is responsible for the operation and System maintenance of the wells,
pump stations and water distribution and storage facilities. The primary responsibility is
to provide a potable, reliable supply of water for residential and commercial users and to
provide adequate fire protection for the Town.
Canton’s water system currently consists of three active wells, two booster pump stations
and five water storage facilities with a capacity of 6.053 million gallons and 120 miles of
distribution main.
The Town has three separate water systems; the main system, the spheroid system, and
water purchased from the Town of Milton. The Town receives supplemental water from
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the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA). About 25% of our water comes
from our local wells and 75% comes from the MWRA regional water system.
The Canton Water Department adds sodium fluoride to the water in order to maintain a
level of 1 milligram per liter (1 ppm) of fluoride at all sources. Calcium-hydrated lime is
also added to bring the ph to 7.4 in order to prevent high lead and copper content in the
water.
Several studies including the Area of Critical Environmental Concern and Growth
Management reports have identified water supply and demand concerns:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Water and sewer issues have been identified as concerns for the town. Specifically,
some residents mentioned inflow and infiltration (I&I) leaks that need to be
addressed. Others have articulated the desire for the sections of the town currently
utilizing on-site septic systems to be connected to the town sewerage system.
The Town of Canton needs to be concerned about the quality and quantity of its water
supply over the next 20 years.
Historical data show that the three active local wells (wells # 4,5,6) were continually
impacted by iron and manganese clogging of the well screens.
The iron and manganese problem will continually persists and the active wells will
slowly lose available yield over the years due to screen clogging.
new Well #9 should provide a dependable, long-term yield of approximately 1.0
MGD with a slowly declining long-term yield.
Several scenarios can change the water balance in the Town of Canton. The Draft
Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan/Report (Vollmer Associates,
November 2001) estimates water production and the Interbasin Transfer (IBT) for
several scenarios including a comparison of the scenarios for the sewer/non-sewer
extension and Well #9/No-Well # for the year 2020.

Major Recommendations for Public Facilities and Services:
Department of Public Works
Facilities Needed: New maintenance facility including a storage garage, two salt sheds
and a waste recycling area
Site Needed: 5-6 acres
Funds Needed: $3,000,000
Town Clerk
Facilities Needed: Additional storage space in Town Hall
Site Needed: None
Funds Needed: Not estimated
Fire Department
Facilities Needed: A third station in the southeast part of town, with 12,000 sq. ft. of
storage space and a training area. Also training equipment would be needed. A complete
renovation of Station No. 1 is scheduled to start in mid-2004.
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Site Needed: Located in southwest Canton
Funds Needed: Not yet estimated. A feasibility study for a third station should be done
to produce cost estimates. It is possible that the third station could be part of Stoughton’s
new fire station in this area, staffing the combined and appropriately sized facility with
both a Canton and Stoughton Fire Company.
Police Department
Facilities Needed: No new ones. A new Public Safety Facility is being created at the
Eliot School site, based on the Kruger Report in 1990 showing the need for a new Police
Department facility.
Site Needed: The existing Eliot School site is appropriate.
Funds Needed: Continuing capital needs for vehicles and computer systems.
Funds Needed: A Drop-off box for taxpayers and others with business with the Town
Finance Department to use instead of having to go into Town Hall. Would also like to
see more convenient office hours to better accommodate customers.
Senior Center
Currently located at 660 Washington Street in the D. Forbes Will Senior Center, a 4,000
sq. ft. facility. It is too small for current and future needs. Some programs for seniors
have to be offered at other locations because of lack of space at the existing facility. A
bus is operated by the Council on Aging. It carries about 400 riders per month.
Facilities Needed: New center of 15,000 sq. ft. with adequate space and parking.
Site Needed: Possibly at Building A at the High School, or the existing Post Office in
the Center of Town, or at the new Public Safety Building (old Eliot School)
Funds Needed: Not yet estimated. The Council on Aging is raising money for an
architectural and engineering study to estimate costs. The costs will be estimated for an
assumed location in a new building on the Eliot School site. The Council on Aging also
anticipates continued fundraising, including pursuit of grants, for construction of a new
facility.
Community Teen Center
Facilities Needed: New Center
Site Needed: Possibly at the new Public Safety Building site, or possibly at the
American Legion Building near the High School, of in Building A on the High School
Property. Building A is being used for construction materials storage in the High School
renovation project now underway. It will not become available for other uses until 2007,
according to current estimates.
Funds Needed: Not yet estimated
Water Supply/Wastewater Management
• An effective water resources program involves protection of existing local sources
and maximizing I/I reduction, conservation savings, and storm water recharge.
•

The baseline scenario (i.e. no sewer extension and no Well #9) shows that export of
local water would only increase from 2.66 MGD (year 2000) to 2.73 MGD (year
2020), or 0.06 MGD. Implementing the sewer extension would increase the local
water export. Activating Well #9 and implementing the sewer extension would
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increase local water export . This latter scenario would allow the Town of Canton to
reduce its supply dependence on the MWRA but would also require compliance with
the Water Resources Commission (WRC) stipulations in the IBT agreement.
Required in-basin capture of 2.16 MGD might be achieved primarily by:
•
•
•

Reduction of Infiltration/Inflow into the sewer system
Demand management through conservation of residential and non-residential
water consumers (i.e. continue and expand the current conservation program),
Selective recharge of storm water as achieved with an aggressive Stormwater
Management Plan.

Specific recommendations include:
1. Protect local sources by enforcing requirements of the Groundwater
Protection District by-law. Public education is an important component of
any plan.
2. Identify any potential future water supply sources. Any potential future well
sites should be protected by land acquisition, conservation restrictions, bylaws and overlay district designation.
3. Maintain an emergency response plan that provides cooperation with adjacent
communities, availability of proper equipment, hazardous materials training
and communication protocol to quickly and effectively respond to any spills
on roadways within Zone II areas.
4. Comply with the requirements of the Massachusetts Environmental Code (310
CMR 15.00) that requires Title 5 buffer areas around streams, ponds, and
wetlands.
5. Continually identify and remove infiltration and inflow from the sanitary
sewer system.
6. Implement water conservation measures, particularly regarding lawn watering
in summer months.
7. The Town of Canton should continue its conservation program to require
water-efficient fixtures and appliances in new developments as well as
promote retrofits.
8. A Stormwater Management Plan is mandated by EPA and should be used as
an opportunity to identify and selectively increase recharge to groundwater by
storm water that currently, or potentially in the future, is exported out of basin
by surface flow.
9. Study and upgrade the local septic system regulations, especially in the Glenn
Echo Lake area.
10. Conduct a survey of existing dams in order to determine which need
improvements and/or maintenance.
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CHAPTER 8. MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES
8.1 Schools
8.1.1 Total Enrollment
Total enrollment in the 2002-2003 school year in Canton public
schools was 2,957, according to the MA Department of Education.
The Town of Canton reported 2,973 for the same school year in its
Annual Report for 2002. This figure was an increase from the
2001-2001 school year enrollment figure of 2,900 reported in the
Town Annual Report. MA Department of Education school
enrollment data by school year since 1984 is shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: School Enrollment
School Year
Ending
Total Enrollment

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
2936 2776 2677 2616 2526 2487 2453 2515

1992
2537

1993
2585

School Year
Ending
Total Enrollment

1994 1995 1969 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
2635 2734 2733 2795 2822 2836 2867 2879

2002
2791

2003
2957

In 2003 Canton was back up to the level it had in 1984. There was
a slow steady decline in enrollment from 1984 to 1990, and a slow
steady increase since that time.
8.1.2 Existing Facilities
8.1.2.1 Elementary
There are 3 elementary schools in Canton. Enrollment in the 20022003 school year for them was:
Capacity:
Dean S. Luce Elementary (grades pre-kindergarten to 5) 651
700
John F. Kennedy Elementary (grades 1 to 5)
385
425
Lt. Peter M. Hansen Elementary (grades 1 to 5)
440
550
8.1.2.2 Intermediate
There is one intermediate school, the William H. Galvin Middle
School, with grades 6 to 8, and an enrollment in the 2002-2003
school year of 693. Its capacity is 800 students.
8.1.2.3 High Schools
Canton High School, with grades 9 to 12, had an enrollment of 788
in the 2002-2003 school year. There were 46 Canton residents
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enrolled in the Blue Hill Regional Vocational Technical School in
school year 2002-2003. Its capacity is 850 students.
8.1.2.4 Proposed / Anticipated Improvements
The School System has prepared a Five-Year Strategic Plan,
dealing primarily with curriculum development. Included in the
Plan are physical improvements, most notably a renovation/
addition project for the High School, which started this year.
8.1.3 Enrollment Projections
Enrollment projections are based on MAPC population projections
by age group, then adjusting with an estimate of students that are
not likely to attend Canton Public Schools. Attendance at Blue
Hill Regional Vocational Technical School is included because
they are paid for by the Town of Canton. Students not likely to
attend Canton Public Schools are those that attend private and
parochial schools and those who are home-schooled.
Table 8.2: Enrollment by Grades in School Year 2002-2003:
Grades
Enrollment

PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
44 215 233 248 256 241 239 218 223 252 214 188 206 180

Table 8.3: MAPC Population Estimates for School Age Children
in 2003:
Age Group
Year 2000
2003
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

5-9
1319
1383
1425
1382
1141
976
976

10 – 15
1400
1517
1595
1626
1578
1302
1303

16 – 19
1389
1403
1412
1627
1659
1610
1611

Note: Figures for 2003 were interpolated from the change between 2000 and 2005.

Table 8.4: School Enrollment Estimates 2005 – 2025:
Age Group
Year 2005
2010
2015
2020
2025

5-9
1026
995
822
703
703

10 – 15
1233
1257
1220
1006
1009

16 – 19
839
966
985
956
957

Total
3098
3218
3027
2666
2667

Note: The ratio of enrollments to total children by 5-year age groups in 2003
was used to estimate future enrollments based on MAPC forecasts of population
by 5-year age groups.
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Forecast data show total enrollments rising to the year 2010, then
reducing to figures in 2020 and 2025 below existing enrollments.
The year 2010 enrollment is projected to be about 250 students
more than the existing level. The key question is whether there is
capacity in the existing 5 schools to handle 250 more students.
According to a study done in 2000 (Long Range
Education/Facilities Plan for Canton Public Schools, by Dr.
Brown, Superintendent) the capacity of Canton’s public schools is
3325, which is 107 more than the 2010 estimated enrollment figure
of 3218. Canton would appear to have adequate capacity for
projected needs, although it is advisable to reassess capacity and
enrollment projections periodically, as needs and conditions
change.
8.2 Cultural and Social Facilities
8.2.1 Library
The recently renovated and expanded Town Library has
approximately 50,000 volumes including about 17,000 fiction
volumes, 32,000 non-fiction and 2,500 paperbacks. Its reference
collection includes over 2,000 books, encyclopedias, business
journals & newspapers, maps and atlases. The Library has a
historical collection, which is available in-house by request, this
collection contains over 600 items including Town Reports, Tax
Records, Births Marriages & Deaths, Genealogies, Yearbooks,
local newspaper indexes, other historical materials. The Library
also currently subscribes to approximately 140 periodicals ranging
from business to popular to special interest magazines. Other older
and less popular subscriptions are kept on microfilm or microfiche.
Some material is available in large print.
The Library has a Video and DVD collection with over 1400
videos and approximately 400 DVDs. There are over 700 fiction
and non-fiction titles in the “books on tape” collection and several
books on compact disks. Also the Library has a select offering of
computer software on CD-ROM available for loan, and over 300
paintings, prints and sculptures including original paintings by
local artists, available for a 3-month loan period renewable to 6
months.
The Young Adult collection of the Library contains fiction, nonfiction and reference materials, classic and popular paperbacks as
well as several magazines of interest to teens, while the Children’s
Room provides material for children up to about the 7th grade.
This collection of over 25,000 items, includes books, paperbacks,
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reference materials, magazines and comic books, cassettes and
books on tape, videos, DVDs, CDs, computer programs, games,
puzzles and puppets etc.
8.2.2 Meeting Facilities
Meeting facilities are available in Memorial Hall, most notably the
Salah Meeting Room, outfitted for Selectmen’s meetings, in the
newly renovated Library, at Pequitside Farm and in the Williams
Estate.
8.2.3 Community / Teen Center
The Canton Recreation Commission operates a summer Teen
Center for Canton students from grades 6 through 9 at the Hanson
School on Pecunit Street on Wednesdays and Thursdays from
7:00pm to 10:00pm.
8.3 The Council on Aging/Senior Center
The Council on Aging is responsible for identifying the needs of
and educating the community about issues of people 60 and over,
and providing or linking elders up with programs and services that
meet their needs. The Council on Aging maintains the D. Forbes
Will Senior Center at 660 Washington Street, which is a focal
point in the community. Most programs and services are offered at
the Senior Center, which is handicapped accessible. The following
are some of the programs provided:
Information & Referral
Act as advocates for Seniors
Hearing & Eye Screening
Reassurance Line
Fuel Assistance
Health Care Information
Tax Assistance & Tax
Program

Homestead Applications
Friendly Visitor Program
Blood Pressure Screening
Caregivers Support Group
Medical & other screenings
Health Care Guidance
Support to Seniors
& Families

Legal Assistance
Housing Information
Health Care Proxy
Life Line Info
Frozen Meal Program
Notary Public
Screenings, Clinics &
Education

The Council on Aging provides an outreach worker available to
meet with seniors and their families at our office or at their homes.
The outreach worker assesses the senior’s situations and makes
recommendations on services or programs that can enhance their
quality of life. The Council on Aging also provides transportation
five days a week. Seniors, 60 and older, and disabled individuals
are provided transportation to: doctor appointments, food
shopping, errands, food pantry, malls and other places as deemed
necessary. About 400 seniors are transported each month.
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Weekly and daily activities at the Senior Center include:
Oil Painting
Mahjong
Arts & Crafts
Bridge Group
Line Dancing Class

Bingo
T'ai Chi
Scrabble Group
Knitting Group

Walking Group
Ceramics Class
Bowling
Quilting Class
Men's Club Exercise Class

Activities throughout the year include:
Annual May Party
Monthly Trips (TBA)
Educational Seminars

Health Screening
Annual Cookout
Theme Parties

8.4 Public Safety
8.4.1 Public Safety Building
A new Public Safety Building is under construction at the Eliot
School site on Washington Street. It will house the headquarters
and other offices of the Police Department.
8.4.2 Police Department
The Police Department is currently housed in a 7,500 sq. ft.
building at __ Washington Street in Canton Center. It will move to
its new 24,000 sq. ft. Public Safety Building being constructed on
the site of the Eliot School on Washington Street just north and
east of Canton Center. The new building will have a 444 sq. ft.
gym/workout room, holding cells, a sallyport, administrative
offices and working and storage space adequate for the current
force of 43 officers. The Police Department is authorized to have
44 officers.
The Police Department has 12 vehicles. In 2002 the Department
handled 13,148 calls and answered and responded to 3,584
enhanced 911 emergency calls. 236 people were taken into
custody for various offences, and 4,810 citations were issued for
motor vehicle violations. The Department is increasing its
capabilities to handle DNA evidence and is increasing public
awareness of identity theft and credit card theft as increasing
crimes. Despite not continuing to receive state funds for the
DARE anti-drug program, the Department is continuing its efforts
to work with the schools in implementing the program.
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8.4.3 Fire Department
Headquarters for the Fire Department will be the existing Police
Station when the police move to the new Public Safety Building.
The Fire Department has two stations, 11 fulltime firefighters, two
of whom are officers, a shift captain and an engine lieutenant. In
addition the department has a chief, deputy chief, fire prevention
officer and training officer. Station 1 is on Revere Street and
Station 2 (the Ponkapoag Station) is on Turnpike Street (State
Route 138). The headquarters will be in the new Public Safety
Building in the Eliot Building on Washington Street.
The Canton Fire Department maintains a fleet of emergency
response apparatus at each of its two stations. Each piece of
apparatus has a particular use or assignment. The Department is
responsible for the protection of multiple types of risks and
services including but not limited to:
Structural Fire
Brush Fire
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Hazardous Materials Incidents
Motor Vehicle Fire
Emergency Medicine
Water Rescue
Confined Space Rescue
Arson Investigation
Public Education
Fire Prevention
Inspections
Plan and Code Review
Bomb Threats and Acts of Terrorism
Flammable Liquid Spills and Releases
For emergency medicine, Ambulance 1 is located out of station 1
and operates at the Basic Life Support level. Ambulance 2 located
out of station 2 and operates at the Advanced Life Support level.
They respond to all medical emergencies and structure fires for all
of Canton.
The Canton Fire Department currently has 14 Paramedics (EMTs)
on staff and has been operating at the Advanced Life support level
since December 2001. Patients can be transported to a multitude
of hospitals depending on the nature of the call.
The department has the following equipment to fulfill its many
responsibilities. Engine 1 is stationed at the Revere Street Fire
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Station and is the first due fire engine on calls for fire and other
emergencies in the Northern and Central portions of Canton.
Engine 1 is classified as an attack pumper due to hose carrying
capacity and water pumping capabilities. It is capable of pumping
1,250 gallons of water per minute and carries rescue equipment
such as "the jaws of life". It is also equipped with emergency
medical equipment including a semi-automatic defibrillator.
Engine also carries a thermal imaging camera. The "Iris" is used
by firefighters to see through smoke to find occupants trapped by
fire or to find fire hidden beneath walls, partitions, or ceilings.
Engine 1 is manned by 3 Firefighters/EMT's
Ladder 1 is also located at the Revere Street facility (Station 1) and
responds to all structural fires, fire alarms, and motor vehicle
accidents involving trapped occupants. This aerial device is
responsible for rescue of trapped occupants on upper floors, and
can also serve an alternate entrance into a building above the
ground floor. Ladder 1 is equipped with a 100 foot steel aerial
ladder that can also provide an elevated, large volume stream of
water. It carries ground ladders of various lengths, emergency
generator, lighting equipment, fans and blowers, Hurst extrication
tools, heavy-duty airbags, and medical aid equipment. Ladder 1 is
currently manned by 2 Firefighter/EMT's.
Engine 5 is located at the Ponkapoag Fire Station (Station 2) and is
primary response engine for the Southeast section of Canton. It
also is responsible for sections of routes 138, 128, 95, 93, and 24.
Engine 5 has the same capabilities as Engine 1 and carries largely
the same equipment. Engine 5 is the first due engine in many of
Canton's industrial complexes in the route 138 area. It is equipped
with a defibrillator and also a hand held thermal imaging camera.
Engine 5 is staffed by a team of 3 Firefighters/EMTs.
Ladder 2 is the newest aerial device and is located at Station 2. It
responds to all structural fires in its district, as well as to fire
alarms. It is equipped with a 100 foot welded steel aerial ladder.
Although it carries much of the same equipment as Ladder 1, it
differs from Ladder 1 in that it is equipped with a pre-piped
waterway and nozzle designed for delivering large volumes of
water from an elevated position.
The fire department maintains many other pieces of equipment that
are used to mitigate various types of emergencies and perform vital
services. Examples are:
brush truck, hazardous materials unit, rescue boat with motor, a
water tanker, and a command vehicle.
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8.4.4 Building Department
The Canton Building Department is a public safety office that
enforces all applicable codes, laws and regulations to ensure all
buildings and structures are constructed and maintained in a safe
and usable manner. Specifically, the Building Department is
responsible for administering and enforcing the state building
code, the plumbing and gas codes, the electrical code and the
Town Zoning Bylaws. Within the Building Department, the
Zoning Enforcement Officer is responsible for enforcing the
Canton Zoning Bylaws, including reviewing applications for
required zoning approvals, such as site plan approval and special
use permits, and for scheduling hearings of the Zoning Board of
Appeals on matters under its jurisdiction. The Building
Department is the point of first contact for parties wishing to build
on or improve properties in town.
8.5 Public Works
8.5.1 Department of Public Works
The Canton Department of Public Works is responsible for
highway and sidewalk maintenance, maintenance and repair of
vehicles and equipment for all Town departments, administration
and maintenance of the Town Cemetery, and care and maintenance
of town trees. Responsibility for highway maintenance and repair
includes town roads, sidewalks, bridges, signs, traffic control
signals, street sweeping, snow removal, and drainage system
maintenance. Responsibility for the cemetery includes interments
and burial services. Responsibility for town trees includes
planting, care and custody, removal when necessary, and trimming.
The Engineering Division within the Department of Public Works
is responsible for providing design and management of public
works projects and provides technical support to all town
departments.
There is a separate office for maintaining public buildings and
property. This office repairs, and regularly maintains and cleans
Memorial Hall, The Eliot Building, the Police Station, Fire
Stations 1 and 2, the Department of Public Works Garage,
Pequitside Farm, the Williams Estate, and the Ponkapoag School.
The office also repairs any other municipal facility, as required.
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8.5.2 Solid Waste
Canton contracts with BFI to pick up solid waste. Recycling bins
for regular trash are collected every other week on a rotating basis
by area of town. General obligations of users are:
Rinse all containers clean
No plastic bags
Set bins out by 7 a.m.
Bins containing improper materials will be left behind.
8.5.3 Gas and Electricity
Gas is provided by the Bay State Gas Company. Electricity is
provided by NSTAR.
8.5.4 Telephone and Cable TV
Local telephone service is provided by Verizon, with consumers
choosing their own long distance providers. Cable television is
provided by Comcast.
8.6 Observations
In surveys taken in the visioning process of developing the master
plan, residents expressed overall satisfaction with the town’s
services. Police and fire services ranked highest, with 97% of
surveyed residents expressing that the services are either “good” or
“excellent.” Residents expressed least satisfaction with street
maintenance services, which 46% reported as “fair” or “poor”
based on responses to a telephone survey.
A considerable number of discussions arose throughout the various
public forums regarding needed improvements to the schools, from
decreasing class size to improving curricula. Many residents are
concerned that the school system, which ranked #3 in the
Commonwealth ten years ago, and was the impetus for many
residents moving to Canton, now ranks #29, as reported by
residents in workshop forums.
Overall, these results are consistent with those of a 1998 citizen
survey in which residents felt that Canton did the best in providing
fire, police and public works, but the least good job of providing
for traffic, schools, and downtown/long-range planning.
Water and sewer issues have been identified as concerns for the
town. Specifically, some residents mentioned inflow and
infiltration (I&I) leaks that need to be addressed. Others have
articulated the desire for the sections of the town currently utilizing
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on-site septic systems to be connected to the town sewerage
system. Residents would like to know where their neighborhoods
are on the DPW priority list for installation of the systems and
begin to identify other remedies that can be implemented regarding
water capacity easements until the sewer is in place.
Several studies including the Area of Critical Environmental
Concern and Growth Management reports have identified water
supply and demand concerns. The Growth Management Plan
identifies demand management and supply enhancements as
possible approaches to addressing this concern.
8.7 Recommendations
A survey of town departments was done to determine needs of
each department.
Results were:
Department of Public Works
Facilities Needed: New maintenance facility including a storage
garage, two salt sheds and a waste recycling area1.
Site Needed: 5-6 acres
Funds Needed: $3,000,000
Town Clerk
Facilities Needed: Additional storage space in Town Hall
Site Needed: None
Funds Needed: Not estimated
Fire Department
Facilities Needed: A third station in the southeast part of town,
with 12,000 sq. ft. of storage space and a training area. Also
training equipment would be needed. A complete renovation of
Station No. 1 is scheduled to start in mid-2004.
Site Needed: Located in southwest Canton
Funds Needed: Not yet estimated. A feasibility study for a third
station should be done to produce cost estimates. It is possible that
the third station could be part of Stoughton’s new fire station in
this area, staffing the combined and appropriately sized facility
with both a Canton and Stoughton Fire Company. The Third Fire
Station Committee is currently reviewing coastal location issues.
1

If a new DPW facility is created then the reuse of the existing DPW facility
should take into consideration the fact that it is an environmentally sensitive
area.
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Human Resources Administrator
Facilities Needed: No new ones. Present location near the Town
Finance Office and Selectmen’s Office is suitable.
Site Needed: No new one.
Funds Needed: No capital funds needed. Would like to see
additional funds for a performance related incentive program.
Traffic Study Committee
Facilities Needed: No new ones.
Site Needed: No new one.
Funds Needed: No capital funds. Would like to be able to have
legal counsel at all meetings of the Committee while addressing
complaints and suggestions from citizens.
Police Department
Facilities Needed: No new ones. A new Public Safety Facility is
being created at the Eliot School site, based on the Kruger Report
in 1990 showing the need for a new Police Department facility.
Site Needed: The existing Eliot School site is appropriate.
Funds Needed: Continuing capital needs for vehicles and
computer systems.
Finance Department
Facilities Needed: No new ones
Site Needed: No new one
Funds Needed: A Drop-off box for taxpayers and others with
business with the Town Finance Department to use instead of
having to go into Town Hall. Would also like to see more
convenient office hours to better accommodate customers.
Senior Center
Currently located at 660 Washington Street in the D. Forbes Will
Senior Center, a 4,000 sq. ft. facility. It is too small for current and
future needs. Some programs for seniors have to be offered at
other locations because of lack of space at the existing facility. A
bus is operated by the Council on Aging. It carries about 400
riders per month.
Facilities Needed: New center of 15,000 sq. ft. with adequate
space and parking.
Site Needed: Possibly at Building A at the High School, or at the
new Public Safety Building (old Eliot School), or the existing Post
Office in the Center of Town1.
1

If the distribution center were relocated to the Draper Mills site then the
existing post office could be used to house the senior center. The town should
find out what Randolph and Stoughton did to relocate their post offices.
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Funds Needed: Not yet estimated. The Council on Aging is
raising money for an architectural and engineering study to
estimate costs. The costs will be estimated for an assumed location
in a new building on the Eliot School site. The Council on Aging
also anticipates continued fundraising, including pursuit of grants,
for construction of a new facility.
Community Teen Center
Facilities Needed: New Center
Site Needed: Possibly at the new Public Safety Building site, or
possibly at the American Legion Building near the High School, of
in Building A on the High School Property. Building A is being
used for construction materials storage in the High School
renovation project now underway. It will not become available for
other uses until 2007, according to current estimates.
Funds Needed: Not yet estimated
There are alternate locations for both the Teen Center and a new
Senior Center. Criteria for selection of sites for each consist of:
Criteria for Location of Senior Center
Site of ample size for ground-floor, multi-meeting-room
facility with office and kitchen space
Convenient for drop-off/pick-up by car, bus or van
Minimum walking distance to other activities
Near senior housing
Safe, relatively low noise neighbors
Criteria for Location of a Teen Center
Site of ample size for multi-meeting room facility with
office and kitchen space
Ample on-site parking
Near High and Junior High Schools
Convenient walking distance to other activities
Alternative Sites for Senior and Teen Centers consist of:
Senior Center
Building A at High School
Draper Property
Post Office in Canton Center
New Public Safety Building (Eliot School)
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Teen Center
Building A at High School
New Public Safety Building (Eliot School)
Post Office in Canton Center
American Legion Hall
Note: Building A could be used as a transitional facility serving the
needs of both seniors and teens as a community center until that
time when ideal facilities are found. The building A Reuse
Committee should consider such a temporary use of the building.
Recommended Sites for Senior and Teen Centers are:
Senior Center
Post Office in Canton Center
Teen Center
Building A at High School
Capital Needs for the Next Year
The Capital Outlay Planning Committee has identified the
following capital needs for the 2005 Fiscal Year budget.
Table 8.5: 2005 Fiscal Year Budget
Department/Organization/Agency Items
Police Department
Replace 4 Vehicles
Fire Department
Replace 3 Vehicles
Department of Public Works
Replace 1 Dump Sander
Building and Grounds
Replace 1 Truck
Recreation Commission
Install Irrigation System
Council on Aging
Replace 1 Van
Supplement Chapter 90 Road Repair and Improvement Funds
Total:

Estimated Cost
$86,000
$96,000
$89,000
$37,000
$60,000
$27,000
$200,000
$595,000

In addition, the Capital Outlay Planning Committee identified 30
operating or maintenance budget items for the School Committee,
the Board of Library Trustees and the Building and Grounds Office
of the Department of Public Works. These items total $851,000,
with 91% of it needed by the School Committee for the Canton
Public School System.
Long Term Capital needs are covered in the Chapter on Plan
Implementation.
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The town should explore the possibility of providing services—
such as plowing, rubbish removal, police, fire and ambulance—on
a regional basis, that is shared with adjacent towns, in order to
reduce the cost of such services to the Town.
8.8 Water Supply, Wastewater Disposal, Water Balance and Drainage
The Town of Canton is located in Norfolk County in the eastern
portion of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, approximately 17
miles south of Boston. The Town has approximately 19.4 square
miles of land area bordered by the Towns of Norwood, Westwood,
Dedham, Milton, Randolph, Stoughton, and Sharon. The Town’s
western border follows the Neponset River with Route 128 cutting
the northern section of the Town. Ninety-eight percent of Canton
lies within the Neponset River watershed. The balance of the town
falls within the Weymouth and Weir River Basin. Much of the
southern portion of Canton lies within a sub-basin of the Neponset
River known as the East Branch of the Neponset River.
The Neponset River corridor serves as a water supply for several
communities along its course. These water withdrawals can result
in low-flow problems in summer and winter months. During the
drought of the summer of 2002, the Neponset River had the lowest
flow levels in the history of record for the river. Protection and
conservation of the water resources of the Neponset River will
require regional cooperation. More than 20 percent of the river’s
flow is currently diverted to the MWRA sewer system and out of
the Neponset River basin.
8.8.1 Neponset River Watershed
The Neponset River Basin drains approximately 117 square miles
in eastern Massachusetts and flows a 28-mile course from the
Neponset Reservoir in Foxborough to Dorchester Bay. That
portion of Canton that drains to the Neponset River is located on a
stretch of river know as the Neponset River near Dedham. A
significant tributary to the Neponset River, the East Branch of the
Neponset is located in this stretch of the watershed. Much of the
southern third of the town of Canton falls within the watershed of
the East Branch, which also drains portions of Sharon and
Stoughton.
Within the Town of Canton, 32 percent of the watershed is
forestland and less than 2 percent is cropland and pasture. Overall,
slightly less than 50 percent of the town’s total area is
undeveloped.
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8.8.1.1 Geology and Topography
The landscape of the Neponset River watershed was formed during
the last ice age, which ended approximately 12,000 years ago.
Surfacial geology is the underlying basis for both natural systems
and human development. The glaciers that covered New England
left their mark on Canton. The advance of the mile thick layer of
ice scraped hills down to bedrock and its retreat lift deposits of till,
mixtures of stone, clay, and other material. Glacial till tends to
have moderately or poorly drained soils. Areas of sand and gravel,
which were deposited as outwash as the glaciers melted and
retreated, lie between most of these till deposits and areas of
bedrock. Floodplain alluvium deposits settled out onto flat areas
or wetlands, like the Neponset River valley after the glaciers
retreated. These low-lying , water-borne deposits are generally not
suitable for development. Because of the town’s glacial legacy,
many of the soils in Canton tend to be poorly drained or rocky,
with the exception of those soils that developed over the sand and
gravel deposits.
Canton has a maximum elevation of about 640 feet at a point near
the summit of Great Blue Hill. The lowest point is about 39 feet
where the Neponset River flows into the City of Boston. In
general, slopes are gently to moderate.
8.8.1.2 Wetlands
Wetlands exist throughout Canton and cover about 8-9 percent of
the land area. Wetlands play an important role in the hydrology of
the basin. Wetland soils generally have a high organic content,
high porosity, and low permeability. They can store large volumes
of water but do not always transmit it easily to underlying deposits.
Wetlands generally become inundated during floods and in the
spring, retarding the magnitude and timing of peak discharges.
The water retention functions of wetlands contribute to aquifer
recharge, especially during drier periods.
Wetlands, including both forested wetlands and non-forested
wetlands, are an important water resource in Canton playing a
critical role in flood control and water quality. The Fowl Meadow
wetlands along the Neponset River are the most extensive wetlands
with smaller wetlands surrounding Ponkapoag Pond, Pequit Brook,
York Brook, Beaver Meadow Brook, Massapoag Brook, and Steep
Hill Brook. There are also small isolated wetlands scattered
around town. The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act of 1970
protects existing wetlands and Title V, the Commonwealth
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provisions that regulate the construction of wastewater treatment
facilities and private septic systems, also protects wetlands by
establishing a buffer zone around these wetlands and associated
waterways.
8.8.1.3 Streamflow
The U. S .Geological Survey monitors streamflow in the Neponset
River at a gage (No. 01105000) located in Norwood. The drainage
area tributary to this gage is 34.7 square miles. The station’s
records show that the streamflow of the Neponset River near
Canton is typically highest in the spring and lowest between July
and September. The mean average monthly flow ranges from
approximately 21 cfs in July and September to 112 cfs in March
(USGS 2000).
Streamflow in the Neponset River during periods of normal
precipitation is sufficient for the many and varied uses. However,
during periods of extended drought, streamflow in the river drops
to very low levels. The minimum recorded daily flow at the
Norwood gage is 1.4 cfs, recorded on October 20, 1963. The
Neponset River Basin Plan (NRBP), issued in 1991, showed that
the 95 percent flow duration is 2.66 cfs. The flow that is exceeded
90 percent of the time for the period of record is 8.9 cfs.
The low observed stream flows can be attributed to many factors,
but reduced infiltration from increasing development, thus higher
imperviousness, and the exportation of water out of the watershed
via municipal sewerage systems are considered to be a major
contributing factor. The NRBP estimates that an average six
million gallons of water leave the Neponset River basin each day
through interbasin transfers. The NRBP also indicates that in three
sub-basins of the Neponset River basin, Neponset River at
Walpole, Neponset River at Norwood, and Mine Brook at
Walpole, the river is hydrologically stressed by public water
supply withdrawals. An analysis of the hydrologic ability of the
Neponset River basin to meet all current and projected water uses
showed that no water would be available in the three sub-basins
five percent of the time during a “planning drought”, a moderate
drought such as the one that occurred in 1980-81. The portion of
Canton that drains to the Neponset River is located in the sub-basin
known as the Neponset River near Dedham. This stretch of the
river is not noted for being hydrologically stressed by water
demands. The East Branch of the Neponset River is known to
experience unusually high water temperatures, present in part due
to low flows in this watercourse. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers investigated the high-recorded water temperatures.
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Their report noted that the East Branch has a mean flow of 50.8 cfs
and a seven-day minimum flow of 2.5 cfs.
The NRBP recommended a minimum stream flow threshold for
the Neponset River basin of 0.15 cfs per square mile of watershed,
which corresponds to a recommended flow of 5.2 cfs at the
Norwood gage and 4.1 cfs at the East Branch gate.
8.8.1.4 Stream Flow Modeling
As part of the Massachusetts Watershed Initiative, the Department
of Environmental Protection, Office of Watershed Management,
Camp, Dresser, and McKee (CDM) developed a computer model
that evaluated stream flow and the cumulative effects of
groundwater withdrawals. Applying the model on the Neponset
River showed a poor relationship between groundwater withdrawal
and stream flow. The model showed that during high spring flows,
the river is not significantly affected by groundwater withdrawals.
However, during low summer flows groundwater withdrawals did
appear to have an impact on stream flow. The modeling results
suggested a loss of stream flow of 35 percent of the groundwater
withdrawal.
For the East Branch, spring high and annual flows did not appear
to be influenced by groundwater withdrawals. However, for
summer low flows in the East Branch the modeling conclusions
were very different. Estimated discharge closely correlated with
groundwater withdrawal.
8.8.1.5 Impervious Surfaces and Runoff
Impervious surfaces such as parking lots, driveways, roadways,
buildings and sidewalks, can have significant impacts on river
flow. Lawns generally allow less infiltration and recharge than
forested areas. Under natural conditions, a percentage of rainfall
and snowmelt percolates into the ground and thus the groundwater
aquifer with the remaining precipitation quickly running off the
surface into sewers and streams. When an area is developed, the
precipitation that falls on impervious surfaces is commonly
directed into a storm sewer system where it is discharged directly
to a surface water body such as a stream. This elevates peak
discharge rates increasing flooding events and reduces the
opportunity for infiltration and aquifer recharge.
Impervious surfaces can also have an impact on water quality in
the stream. Runoff from impervious paved areas commonly
carries motor oil, other hydrocarbons, road salt, solids, heavy
metals, pesticides, pathogens, and nutrients into surface waters.
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Treated lawns may contribute pesticides, herbicides, and nutrients
to the runoff. These materials degrade the capacity of the stream to
support wildlife and may threaten public water supply.
8.8.1.6 Water Quality
The surface water quality of major surface waterways and bodies
are classified in accordance with the Massachusetts Surface Water
Quality Standards (314 CMR 4.00). The surface water quality
standards designate the most sensitive uses for waters of the
Commonwealth and require that these designated uses be
enhanced, maintained, and protected. The standards also prescribe
the minimum water quality criteria required to sustain the
designated uses and contain regulations to achieve the designated
uses and maintain existing water quality.
The class and status of surface waterways and bodies in the Town
of Canton are found in the DEP’s Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Summary of Water Quality (1992). Class A
streams are considered as excellent quality suitable for water
supply as well as Class B standards. Class B water bodies are
considered suitable habitat for fish, other aquatic life and wildlife;
they are also suitable for primary and secondary contact recreation,
irrigation and other agricultural uses and are compatible for
industrial cooling and process use. Class C waters are moderately
degraded with elevated levels of bacteria and not suitable for
swimming.
The USGS regularly monitors the Neponset River at the Norwood
gage. The NepRWA also has been monitoring the water quality of
the river since 1990 and best represents the water quality of the
streams in Canton.
8.8.1.7 Canton Water Supply
The public water supply system is operated by the Canton Water
Department. In January 2004, there are 8,476 meters serving 6924
properties in the system serving residential and commercial
customers. Residential connections represent approximately 95
percent of the town households; the remainder utilizes private
wells.
The Town of Canton water supply is derived from nine municipal
groundwater wells and connections to both the Town of Milton and
the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) water
systems. These sources have the ability to supply more than 5.46
million gallons per day (MGD) of potable water. Currently only
three wells are active (Nos. 4, 6, and 10). The average daily
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volume of water produced by these wells in the year 2000 was 0.87
MGD. On average, in 2000, the Town purchased 0.4 MGD from
Milton and 1.63 MGD from the MWRA. The Town of Stoughton
purchases water from Canton amounting to 0.16 MGD in year
2000 but is in the process of designing a connection with MWRA
and will no longer need Canton water. These annual and average
daily amounts are shown on Table 8.5. The three active wells have
a combined permitted capacity of 1.96 MGD. The town plans to
install a new well (Well #9) with a design capacity of 1.08 MGD.
All existing groundwater supplies are shown on Table 8.6. Water
from the active wells is treated with lime for pH adjustment and
fluoride before it enters the distribution system.
Table 8.5: Water Production/Purchase/Sales for the Year 2000
Canton, Massachusetts

Source: Water Supply Records of the Town of Canton

Over time the yield of the municipal wells has declined due
primarily to clogging of the well screens with iron and manganese
in the groundwater. One previous well was deactivated and
replaced with Well #10 and similar plans are in progress for Well
#4.
There are three connections to the Town of Milton with a two-way
meter at each connection. By agreement, water is exchanged
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Table 8.6: Existing Ground Water Supplies

Source: SEA Consultants, May 2000

between the two communities depending on demand. The
connection to the MWRA water system is on Dedham Street near
the town boundary. It has a permitted capacity of 3.5 MGD but an
available hydraulic capacity of 7.0 MGD.
8.8.1.8 Distribution System
Canton’ existing water distribution system consists of
approximately 116 miles of pipe, five water storage tanks, two
booster pump stations and several pressure reducing and sustaining
valves.
The engineering firm of SEA Consultants, Inc (SEA) was hired to
investigate the condition and needs of the water distribution
system. A report was issued in May of 2000 recommending
replacement of some water pipes due to inadequate size and/or
unlined pipe. The five water distribution storage tanks have a
capacity of 6.06 MG but useable capacity was noted by SEA to be
2.97 MG due to maintaining system pressures. However, the
report stated that this available water storage capacity is sufficient
to meet both peak hourly and fire protection demands through the
year 2020.
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8.8.1.9 Historical Water Use Trends
Public Water Supply Annual Statistical Reports are filed each year
to the Massachusetts DEP by the Town of Canton. The reported
water consumption values are classified according to Domestic,
Commercial/Industrial, Other Public Water Supplies, Unaccounted
and Municipal. Table 8.7 shows the definitions for these
categories.
Table 8.7: Water Consumption Classification

Source: SEA Consultants, May 2000

A summary of average annual water consumption by classification
for the period 1989-1998 is shown in Table 8.8. Average day and
average yearly water demands for the largest water demanding
commercial establishments in Canton are shown in Table 8.9.
8.8.1.10 Residential Demand
Residential demand was fairly constant from 1995-2000 averaging
approximately 60 percent of total demand. In year 2000, the
Canton water supply system served 18,900 residents through about
8,000 residential service connections (meters). As noted
residential consumers comprise about 95% percent of all service
connections. Total residential consumption in year 2000 was 552
MG or 1.51MGD; this represents 80 gallons per capita per day. If
the residential demand remains at 60 percent, the residential water
demand in 2020 will be approximately 1.94 MGD.
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Table 8.8: Average Yearly Water Consumption (Gallons)
Canton, Massachusetts

Source: SEA Consultants, May 2000
*Differs slightly from the values shown in the Statistical Reports

8.8.1.11 Commercial, Industrial and Agricultural Demand
The commercial/industrial/agricultural water demand in year 2000
was 177 MG or 0.48 MGD representing 19 percent of total
demand. In year 2001, the thirteen largest water consuming
commercial customers in Canton demanded 105,006,000 gallons,
or 0.29 MGD. This represented 11 percent of total demand for the
year 2000. Individual commercial water demands are shown in
Table 8.9 for these large commercial users.
8.8.1.12 Municipal Demand/Other Public Demand/Unaccounted Demand
In year 2000 the M/P/U demands totaled 198,461,000 gallons of
water, or 0.54 MGD. This represented 21 percent of total demand
for the year. Unaccounted demand represented 13 percent, or 0.33
MGD, of total demand. As noted in Table 8.7, unaccounted water
consumption includes unmetered water, fire fighting, illegal
connections, water main leaks, malfunctioning altitude valves in
Table 8.9: Large Commercial Water Consumers*
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Canton, Massachusetts, 2001

Source: Water Department Records, Town of Canton
*Ten largest commercial/industrial consumers and three large residential
nursing homes.

distribution storage tanks, and inaccurate meters; therefore some of
this demand can be recovered.
8.8.1.13 Seasonal/Peak Demand
Total system demand varies throughout the year and summer
monthly demand can be 125-150 percent of winter demand. The
seasonal pattern shows water demand is highest during the June –
August period. This year 2000 summer demand, June – August,
for Canton was an average monthly demand of 3.07 MGD
compared to the winter demand, December – February, of 2.19
MGD. The increase in summer demand is attributable to outside
water use with landscape watering being a significant portion. If
these higher demands are being met by utilizing Well #9, the 2-
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fold reductions required of the WRC agreement can be exacerbated
during this period.
The SEA report indicated that the Canton distribution system was
capable of meeting expected peak demands to the year 2020,
although several suggestions were given to improve the system.
Canton has undertaken several improvements including water main
replacement, installation of a water booster station and a pressure
reducing station.
8.8.1.14 Private Wells
Private wells service approximately 5 percent of the residents in
Canton. In year 2000 this equated to approximately 900 residents.
Based on an average household size of 2.9 persons and an average
residential water consumption of 80 GPD, it is estimated that
private wells may supply approximately 0.07 MGD. Many private
well residence may also be serviced by on-site wastewater disposal
systems, so these groundwater withdrawals are essentially returned
to the local aquifer. If these residences become severed, the water
withdrawals would be exported out of the basin.
8.8.1.15 Water Rates
The Canton Water Department charges customers according to the
amount of water they use. One hundred percent of all service
connections are metered including municipal facilities. The Canton
Water Department utilizes an enterprise accounting system with
increasing block rates.
8.8.1.16 Water Conservation
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has developed Water
Conservation Standards that have been adopted by the Water
Resources Commission (WRC). The Standards state that efficient
water use is consistent with State policy noting that:
Water is a valuable resource of the Commonwealth,
It is necessary to ensure that water is available in sufficient
quantity and quality to meet current and future demands,
and therefore it is
Desirable to support local capability to plan, construct,
manage, and protect water supplies
To assure consistency in state policy, the WRC adopts these
recommendations to be used in all programs affecting the planning
and management of the Commonwealth’s water resources,
including the Water Management Act, the Interbasin Transfer Act
(IBT), the Water Resource Management Planning regulations, and
the Ocean Sanctuaries Act. In addition, water use efficiency
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standards should be included in all construction, rehabilitation, and
facility development activities statewide.
In the 1998 WRC decision on Canton’s application for an
interbasin transfer increase for Well #9, the WRC found that
Canton has instituted a water conservation program that meets
most of the WRC water conservation standards. In August of
1999, the Commonwealth issued performance standards for
applications being reviewed un the IBT Act. These performance
standards use a goal for residential water use of 65 GPD. Canton’s
current residential water consumption is approximately 80 GPD.
The Canton application for an IBT was filed prior to the effective
date of the 65 GPD criteria is therefore is not applicable to the
Canton application for Well #9. However, any future applications
will fall under the 65 GPD criteria.
The Town of Canton has implemented a number of measures to
reduce water consumption within the community. Specific actions
taken by the town include:
Conservation messages sent with each water bill
Regularly scheduled leak detection surveys
Earmarking significant funds for I/I reduction and sewer
rehabilitation
Continue the ongoing meter replacement program with
residential meters replaced every ten years.
Maintain 100 percent metering in the system
Meter all public buildings
Revise and maintain a drought/emergency response plan
Continue the enterprise accounting system with increasing
block rates
Continue the household water saving retrofit program
begun in 1991
Pursue a goal of achieving 10 percent or less of
unaccounted-for water
The Town of Canton is continuing to comply with the WRC
directives to reduce water consumption.
8.8.1.17 Future Water Supply Demand
Projections of total average daily water demand for the various
user categories were prepared by SEA in their study and are shown
in Table 8.10. Domestic demand is based on population
projections prepared by the Town Planning Department with a per
capita water use of 79 GPD. Projections were also made in 1991
by NRBP and are slightly greater than SEA projections. For
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example, for year 2010 and 2020, the NRBP projections are 3.66
GPD and 3.82 GPD, respectively, compared to SEA projections of
3.06 GPD and 3.23 GPD.
Tble 8.10: Projected Average Daily Water Consumption
(GDP) Canton, Massachusetts

Source: SEA Consultants, May 2000
1Projections for domestic water consumption are based on historic average
domestic water consumption of 79 gallons per day per capita

The MAPC has also prepared population projections for the Town
of Canton. Table 8.11 shows both the MAPC and the Town
Planning Department projections. For the year 2020, the MAPC
projects a population of 22,690 and the Planning Department of
22,140. Depending upon which population projection is used, the
future residential water demand could increase from the year 2000
value of 2.54 MGD to 3.23-3.82 MGD in year 2020. In year 2000
the Canton wells contributed 0.87 MGD (34 %) but with Well #9
online, the local wells could contribute 3.04 MGD (80-94%).
However, this assumes that all three active wells plus well #9 can
contribute to their permitted capacity, which is unlikely.
8.8.1.18 Future Commercial/Industrial Demand
Current zoning in Canton will permit additional development of
commercial and industrial land. Estimates of future water demand
are often done using projected square feet of development times a
factor of 75 GPD per 1000 square feet of floor space. The SEA
report of 2000 prepared projections of commercial and industrial
demand to the year 2020 which are shown in Table 6-7.
Commercial and industrial water demand is projected to grow from
0.48 MGD in year 2000 to 0.77 MGD in year 2020, or from 19
percent of total demand in 2000 to 24 percent of demand in 2020.
8.8.1.19 Wastewater Disposal
Wastewater is disposed of in Canton primarily by a connection to
the MWRA sewerage system, although approximately 5500 town
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Table 8.11: Population. Household and Employment
Projections1 Canton, Massachusetts

1Source: Metropolitan Area Planning Council and the Town of Canton,
Residential Growth Study, 1999
* Household and Employmet estimates are from MAPC only. No such estimates
have been prepared by the Town.

residents utilize on-site sewage disposal systems. It is estimated,
using 330 GPD for a single-family residence, that approximately
221,430 GPD, or 0.22MGD, of sewage is disposed of on-site, or
within the basin.
In 1998 Vollmer prepared a report on the conditions of septic
systems in the unsewered areas of the Town of Canton and
categorized the need for sewers into three priority levels; the
results of this prioritization is shown in Table 8.12. The levels are
based upon the history of problems encountered in unsewered
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areas, the likelihood of failures occurring in the future, and the
ability to correct future failures in full compliance with the Title V
requirements.
Table 8.12: Prioritizing Ratings for Unsewered Areas

Sewage flow from the Town of Canton is metered by the MWRA
and measurements from 1995-2000 are shown in Table 8.13. The
total wastewater flow in the Canton sewer system averaged
approximately 3.6 MGD for the six years and varied monthly.
The measured flow is a combination of actual sewage discharged
to the sewer system and infiltration and inflow into the collection
system. Measured sewage flow is typically greatest during the wet
periods when the groundwater elevation is high and infiltration is
also high.
Table 8.13 also shows the estimates of the components of the
sewage as sanitary sewage, infiltration and inflow. The table
shows that in year 2000, the MWRS measured 3.27 MGD of flow
consisting of 1.14 MGD of sanitary sewage (35%), 1.78 MGD of
infiltration (54%), and 0.35 MGD of inflow (11%).
Infiltration is water that enters the sewer system through defective
pipes, leaky pipe joints, connections or manhole walls. Infiltration
consists of primarily clean groundwater that seeps or flows into the
sewerage system. Inflow is water that is directly discharged into
the collection system from roof leaders, cellar, yard and area
drains, foundation drains, cooling water discharges, drains from
swampy areas, leaky manhole covers, cross-connections from
storm sewers, combined sewers, catch basins connections, storm
water, surface runoff, and street drainage. Both infiltration and
inflow, I/I, are the result of a leaky sewerage system.
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Table 8.13: MWRA Records: Sewage, Infiltration and Inflow
Flows (MGD) Canton, Massachusetts

(1) MWRA estimate. Town estimates are different
(2) Wastewater flow components are estimated through engineering analysis by
MWRA staff
(3) ADF – Average Daily Flow

The Canton sewerage collection system was begun in 1930 and its
current condition is reflective of its age and the materials used
early in the construction period. In 1993 the Town of Canton
began a program to remove infiltration and inflow. In 1994,
Vollmer conducted a study of the sewerage system and found peak
infiltration rates of approximately 2.88 MGD and estimated peak
inflow rates of 13.8 MGD. Improvement projects have reduced the
I/I since the Vollmer study but year 2000 estimates (MWRA) show
that infiltration and inflow still constitute 65 percent of the total
sewage flow.
8.8.1.20 Future Wastewater Flow
Sewage flow is directly related to water consumption, thus
estimates of future sewage flow starts with estimates of future
water production and consumption. However, water use and
resultant sewage production are different for customers on the
Canton sewerage system and those on on-site system. To calculate
the amount of water that is being transferred out of the Neponset
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River Basin, or interbasin transfer (IBT), it is necessary to properly
consider the sources of the various water supplies serving Canton.
These sources are water from local wells that produce in the basin
and water from the MWRA that is imported into the basin.
Therefore, only the portion of water supply originating within the
basin that leaves through the MWRA sewerage system can be
considered for IBT.
Two scenarios affecting the relationship between water supply and
wastewater export need to be considered for Canton. The first is
the construction and operation of a proposed new local well, Well
#9. One goal of using Well #9 is to reduce the Canton’s
dependency on MWRA water supply. While utilization of the new
well will accomplish this goal, it will at the same time increase the
percentage of local in-basin water supply that will be exported out
of basin. Therefore, planning projections must considered future
conditions with and without Well #9 at full production.
The second consideration is the desire of the town to extend sewers
to certain unsewered areas that are experiencing failures or are not
well suited for on-site sewage disposal. Extension of sewers to
these areas will also result in some local in-basin water supply
being exported out of basin by the MWRA sewerage system. It
should also be noted that construction of new sewer pipes
ultimately results in increased I/I as these pipes age and begin to
leak.
Future residential water consumption was estimate by Vollmer
(2001) to estimate future residential sewage production. The
sewage estimates were made using Canton’s current water
consumption value of 80 GPD and assuming 85 percent of this
water is ultimately discharged as sewage. Non-residential sewage
production was estimated using MAPC projection for employment
and current consumption per employee values.
For the year 2000, Canton water supply was 36 percent local and
64 percent MWRA. Assuming that sewage is produced in this
same ratio, 36 percent of the sewage is comprised of waterproduced in-basin and 64 percent has its origin out of basin. The
infiltration and inflow portion of the sewage is completely inbasin. However, once Well #9 comes online, these percentages
change. The local component of sewage increases from 36 percent
to 70 percent. It is also important to not that not all water
production ends up as sewage including some of the unaccountedfor water and any on-site sewage disposal. For the year 2000, the
MWRA estimated that 72 percent of the Canton population was
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connected to the municipal collection system. Vollmer estimated
that 100 percent of the nonresidential water users are connected to
the municipal system. Vollmer used these percentages to compute
future sewage volumes collected and delivered to the MWRA
system, and thus exported out of basin. Estimates for the period
1995-2020 are shown in Table 8.14. Vollmer’s estimates (column
c) are shown next to MWRA estimates (column d) with the volume
of wastewater generated town wide also shown (column b).
Therefore, the difference between column b and column c is
wastewater generated in “unsewered areas” of town. Vollmer
recommended that sewers be extended to eight of nine unsewered
areas (excluding only the Green Street area). Projections of future
sewage volumes were made by Vollmer with and without sewer
extensions. The sewer extensions were proportioned evenly over
the 2000-2020 period and infiltration was increased proportionally
during the pipeline extensions. The projections were also
considered with and without Well #9 online.
Vollmer’s analysis resulted in the following scenarios:
The net increase in interbasin transfer over the 2000-2020
period due to normal growth without Well #9 online and
without sewer extensions would be 25.1 MG or 0.07 MGD
in the year 2020.
The net increase in interbasin transfer over the 2000-2020
period without Well #9 online but with sewer extensions
would be 60.7 MG or 0.17 MGD in the year 2020
Table 8.14: Water and Sewage Volume Estimates (1)

(1) Assumes existing conditions and sewering practices in the future.
(2) Town wide – sewered and unsewered areas
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The net increase in interbasin transfer over the 2000-2020
period with Well #9 online but without sewer extensions
would be 234.5 MG or 0.64 MGD in the year 2020.
The net increase in interbasin transfer over the 2000-2020
period with Well #9 online and with sewer extensions
would be 291.2 MG or 0.80 MGD in the year 2020.
The agreement between the Town of Canton and the Water
Resources Commission allowing the development and activation
of Well #9 and corresponding interbasin transfers, requires that the
town identify and implement water conservation and recharge
actions that will reduce water lost from the Neponset River Basin
by the year 2020 by 200 percent of the above scenarios.
8.9 Conclusions and Recommendations
The Town of Canton must be concerned about the quality and
quantity of its water supply over the next 20 years. Historical data
show that the three active local wells (wells # 4,5,6) were
continually impacted by iron and manganese clogging of the well
screens between 1995-1999 with yields declining from 1.28 MGD
to 0.62 MGD. Well #10 replaced #6 in year 2000 but the yield
only increased to 0.87 MGD. The iron and manganese problem
will continually persists and the active wells will slowly lose
available yield over the years due to screen clogging. This will
require periodic replacement with new wells or cleaning of the
screens to maintain current yields. The town should plan on the
existing wells (# 4,5,10) yielding between 0.75 and 1.25 MGD,
even though these wells have a permitted capacity of 1.96 MGD.
Likewise, new Well #9, with a permitted capacity of 1.08 MGD,
should provide a dependable, long-term yield of approximately 1.0
MGD with a slowly declining long-term yield.
In year 2000, the total daily wastewater to the MWRA sewer was
3.27 MGD, consisting of 1.14 MGD (35%) of sanitary sewage and
2.13 MGD (65%) of Infiltration and Inflow. Based on total water
consumption estimates of 3.23 MGD in year 2020, the sanitary
sewage to the MWRA sewer could increase to 1.68 MGD. Sanitary
sewage to on-site wastewater disposal systems is estimated at 0.43
MGD.
Several scenarios can change the water balance in the Town of
Canton. The Draft Comprehensive Water Resources Management
Plan/Report (Vollmer Associates, November 2001) estimates water
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production and the Interbasin Transfer (IBT) for several scenarios
A comparison of the scenarios for the sewer/non-sewer extension
and Well #9/No-Well #9 is shown in Table 8.15.
Table 8.15: Summary of Water Supply/Wastewater Scenarios
Year/Scenario Local Well MWRA
Total
MWRA Infiltration/
On-Site
Total
Wells #9
Consumption Sewer
Inflow
Wastewater Wastewater
2000/Baseline
2020/Baseline
2020/ without
sewer exten/
with well #9
2020/ with
sewer exten/
without well
#9
2020/ with
sewer enten/
with well #9

0.87
1.13
1.13

0.0
0.0
1.08

1.67
2.02
0.94

2.54
3.15
3.15

1.49
1.68
1.68

2.13
2.13
2.13

0.39
0.43
0.43

4.01
4.24
4.24

Total
Net
Export
2.66
2.73
3.03

1.13

0.0

2.02

3.15

1.85

2.17

0.26

4.28

2.83

1.13

1.08

0.94

3.15

1.85

2.17

0.26

4.28

3.46

The baseline scenario (i.e. no sewer extension and no Well #9)
shows that export of local water would only increase from 2.66
MGD (year 2000) to 2.73 MGD (year 2020), or 0.06 MGD.
Implementing the sewer extension would increase the local water
export from 2.66 MGD to 2.83 MGD (year 2020), an increase of
0.17 MGD. Activating Well #9 to produce 1.08 MGD and
implementing the sewer extension, would increase local water
export from 2.66 MGD to 3.46 MGA, an increase of 0.80 MGD.
This latter scenario would allow the Town of Canton to reduce its
water supply dependence on the MWRA but would also require
compliance with the Water Resources Commission (WRC)
stipulations in the IBT agreement. The 1.08 MGD pumping from
Well #9 will require compensation of 2.16 MGD (i.e. twice the
Well #9 pumping). Required in-basin capture of 2.16 MGD might
be achieved primarily by:
Reduction of Infiltration/Inflow into the sewer system (a
potential capture of less than the total I/I of 2.13-2.17
MGD),
Demand management through conservation of residential
and non-residential water consumers (i.e. continue and
expand the current conservation program),
Selective recharge of storm water as achieved with an
aggressive Stormwater Management Plan.
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An effective water resources program involves protection of
existing local sources and maximizing I/I reduction, conservation
savings, and storm water recharge.
Specific recommendations include:
Protect local sources by enforcing requirements of the
Groundwater Protection District by-law. Hazardous
materials and underground storage tanks are potential
sources of contamination to water supplies and should be
eliminated within Zone II areas. Manage and monitor oil
and hazardous materials sites concentrated along Turnpike
Street, Neponset Street and Washington Street (as shown
on the Water Resources Map) as well as Tier 1 and 2 sites
which also pose a contamination threat to groundwater
sources (some sites are currently being mitigated). The
town should consider defining household quantities of toxic
or hazardous materials (310 CMR 30.353 as a guide) and
establishing specific guidelines for storage and containment
of hazardous materials, inspection procedures, reporting
requirements and groundwater monitoring. Public
education is an important component of any plan.
Develop a comprehensive and cost effective regional
approach to protect the Town’s water supply by developing
a Regional Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan for Canton,
Stoughton and Sharon.
Identify any potential future water supply sources such as
the high yield aquifer under the Wompatuck Golf Course,
Reservoir Pond, Massachusetts Hospital School, Canton
Cemetery, St. Mary’s Cemetery, and the Blue Hill Country
Club, as well as areas along the Neponset River. Any
potential future well sites should be protected by land
acquisition, conservation restrictions, by-laws and overlay
district designation.
Maintain an emergency response plan that provides
cooperation with adjacent communities, availability of
proper equipment, hazardous materials training and
communication protocol to quickly and effectively respond
to any spills on roadways within Zone II areas.
Comply with the requirements of the Massachusetts
Environmental Code (310 CMR 15.00) that requires Title 5
buffer areas around streams, ponds, and wetlands.
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Continually identify and remove infiltration and inflow
from the sanitary sewer system. This is one of the most
effective activities for meeting the WRC mitigation
requirements of pumping from Well #9.
Consider prohibiting the use of town water for landscaping
irrigation in new, large developments. The town should
practice water-efficient landscaping and irrigation on
municipal properties. Consideration should be given to
implementing a bylaw to limit the allowable lot area that
can be converted to lawn (the Town of Sharon has
successfully enforced a bylaw that limits the disturbance on
a single family home lot to 50 percent of the total in rural
residential zones).
The Town of Canton should continue its conservation
program to require water-efficient fixtures and appliances
in new developments as well as promote retrofits (some
communities offer a water bill rebate or tax bill credit for
installation of low flow toilets, low flow showerheads and
“Energy Star” water-using appliances.
A mandatory septic system inspection and maintenance
program should be considered to protect against on-site
system failures (MWRA grants and loans may be available
to support the program).
Local septic system regulations should be reviewed and
upgrades made where necessary. Priority should be given
to the Glen Echo Lake area where high density and poor
soil has resulted in some system failures. Consider
providing a local sewage treatment facility in the Glen
Echo Lake area.
A Stormwater Management Plan is mandated by EPA and
offers an excellent opportunity to identify and selectively
increase recharge to groundwater by storm water that
currently, or potentially in the future, is exported out of
basin by surface flow. Canton experiences approximately
49 inches of rainfall annually on the town’s 12,488 acres.
This results in 16,673 million gallons of water (rainfall) per
year (45.68 MGD). Commercial, industrial, residential,
transportation and urban public land use areas that contain
the highest imperviousness represent 30 percent of the
town’s total area, or 13.70 MGD of rainfall. Capturing 10
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percent of this potential runoff could provide 1.37 MGD of
recharge. This is an excellent opportunity for the town to
mitigate the Well #9 pumping requirements of the WRC by
increasing recharge.
A Regional Flood Hazard Mitigation Plan developed with
the towns of Stoughton and Sharon would help address
aquifer recharge issues. The regional program would
provide an inventory and analysis of existing and
forecasted community needs for flood hazard mitigation in
the watersheds shared by Canton, Sharon and Stoughton.
Managing the water resources in Canton is important for the future
growth and well being of the town. Any Master Plan must be not
only long-term but also dynamic. Effective water resource plans
integrate growth management, storm water management and
evolving regulations.
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Land Use
“We could have a waterfront downtown.” (a Canton resident)
“We need a focal point in the center, a community gathering place.” (a Canton resident)

Goal: Development will be in keeping with Canton’s town character and
the Center will be a vibrant activity center with a unified look. This
transformation may include some changes to the existing land use pattern.
Policies:
1. Canton should be proactive in encouraging new development to better use
existing resources.
2. The Town should consider a downtown overlay zone, which will encourage
appropriate and responsible developments and contribute to a vibrant, beautified
town center.
3. The Town should require more sidewalks as a part of future developments,
coordinated to create pedestrian links throughout the town.
4. The Town should consider the mixed-use approach for all new development,
especially in existing commercial areas.
5. The Town should explore the possibility of providing a green open space in the
Town Center to act as a focal point, meeting, and resting place.
6. The Town should develop an action plan with the goal of re-energizing the Town
Center.

Major Observations on Land Use:
•
•

•
•

Canton has evolved around its early industries and mills, historic center, and
residential areas.
Canton Center, with two commuter-rail stations, has a diversity of commercial,
industrial, and varied residential uses. It is surrounded by some of the town’s
highest density housing. It is an example of a transit oriented village center. The
Canton River and its upstream ponds provide the opportunity for creating
attractive waterfront areas.
Major land use issues revolve around the potential future of some of the town’s
major open spaces—its golf courses, undeveloped areas, and state-owned lands;
and redevelopment of some of its older industrial areas.
In general, the zoning regulations allow a mix of land uses and flexibility that
reduces some of the worst effects of sprawl where residential areas are separated
from commercial and walking is discouraged by land use regulation.
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At the expected rate of development Canton will not reach the build-out capacity
under its present zoning before 2025. By then it is expected to have a population
of 21,978 people living in 10,211 households or 79% of build-out. The build-out
capacity is predicted to be 27,933 people in 10,916 households.
The major areas that would be developed for residential uses under the build-out
scenario -- that is, if developed under existing zoning -- would include the four
private golf courses, undeveloped land north of Route 93, large undeveloped areas
in the York Street area, and other smaller undeveloped areas throughout the town.
The build-out scenario would also result in 11,791,780 square feet of additional
floor area for commercial and industrial uses. This development would occur in
the 811 acres of undeveloped land zoned for these uses excluding wetlands. The
majority of this commercial and industrial development would occur in the Rt.
138 corridor, near the intersection of Rt. 95 and Dedham Street, near the
intersection of Rt. 24 and Rt. 139 and around the intersection of Rt. 93 and Rt.
138.

Major Recommendations for Land Use
•

Protect major privately owned open spaces.
o Down zone golf courses from SR-A to SR-AA to reduce the potential
impacts of their development.
o Seek conservation restrictions on four private golf courses
o Require flexible residential development for parcels more than ten acres.
o Explore potential for transfer of development rights from golf courses to
other areas more suitable for development.

•

Develop a system of open spaces and connecting corridors.
o Some of the corridors could include trails that would provide children and
other pedestrians with an alternative means of getting to schools,
recreation sites, natural areas, and shopping areas.
o Rezone wetlands along the Neponset River from industrial zoning to
wetlands zoning.

•

Continue to revitalize Canton Center
o Work with private owners to increase trail and visual access to waterfront
areas in and around Canton Center,
o Rezone industrially zoned land in the center to allow mixed uses and
residences (Note that several of these areas are in the Canton Center
Economic Opportunity Overlay District and its provisions allow mixed
uses and residences.),
o Add a residential and mixed-use (offices and home occupations) district
with design controls along Washington Street to help improve the
appearance of this entrance into the center,
o Encourage residential and mixed use development, infill, and
redevelopment (offices and home occupations) in the Mixed Use
Residential District (based on the existing General Residence and Singlefamily Residence C districts) to increase the market for Canton Center
businesses, and
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o Continue to work with private owners to improve the appearance of
Canton Center through façade improvements and design review.
•

Major redevelopment opportunities
o Plymouth Rubber/Revere Street Economic Opportunity District—the 36acre complex includes several buildings and an undeveloped area between
the railroad track and Revere Street. Some of the buildings and site areas
could be reused for a variety of purposes. These include, but are not
limited to, the following:
Small business incubator space,
Artist studios and galleries,
Artist housing,
Open space and river access,
Community gathering space,
Performance space,
Farmers’ market,
o Draper Mills—the 40-acre site includes a complex of buildings and about
6.4 acres of wetlands connected by a network of small streams. Some of
the existing buildings could be renovated or the site could be redeveloped
to include the following:
Relocated distribution facility for the post office. This would
improve traffic in Canton Center by removing truck traffic.
80 to 90 units of apartments including affordable units and an
affordable assisted living facility.

Rezone this site to allow a mixed-use residential development. This mixture of uses
would require some careful design to minimize potential conflicts. The mail distribution
center would involve some truck traffic. Efforts would have to be made to protect the
existing and proposed residential uses from any negative impacts. There should be
ample room on the site to accommodate both of these uses.
o Emerson Cuming Site—the 14.7-acre site is located on Walpole Street
along the Canton River. About half of the site is wetlands. It is near the
Plymouth Rubber site and also within walking distance of the Canton
Junction train station. It includes a building complex and parking. Some
of the existing buildings could be renovated or the site could be
redeveloped to provide 50 to 70 units of affordable housing.
Rezone this site to General Residence to encourage its residential redevelopment and
facilitate the creation of a riverfront trail.
•

Route 138 Area
o Consider modifying the existing Economic Opportunity Overlay District
to allow an even broader mixture of uses. Permitting residential uses may
encourage creative mixed-use redevelopment of some of these areas that
includes work places, shopping, and residences in a village-like setting.
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o The revised overlay district should also include provisions for frontage
roads, sidewalks, and greenway corridors to encourage a pedestrian
oriented area with minimal congestion; and it should include design
review to assure that the development protects the historic and cultural
heritage of Canton and encourages building alterations that are compatible
with the existing environment and are of superior quality or appearance.
o The area north of Randolph Street should also be subject to design review
and allow mixed-use residential development and redevelopment similar
to the residential areas around Canton Center.
o The gravel business at the intersection of Turnpike Street and Randolph
Street will one day be a candidate for residential development. At more
than 30 acres it should require use of the flexible residential development
provision.
•

Foot of the Blue Hills
o The intersection of Blue Hill River Road and Route 138 is recommended
as a mixed use “village node.” It is currently zoned for Business and
Residential uses. Designating the area for mixed use will encourage its
future redevelopment as a village type area with excellent access to
regional transportation and recreation. The area could be redeveloped as a
commercial area with apartments above. This area should also be subject
to design review.
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CHAPTER 9. LAND USE AND ZONING
9.1 Existing Land Use
Prior to 1900 most of the people in Canton lived within walking
distance of the train stations. Before that many were within
walking distance of the mills along the Canton River and Forge
Pond. Historic maps show many buildings on relatively small lots
clustered around the town’s center and along major roads including
Washington Street, Sherman Street, Pleasant Street, and Chapman
Street. After the beginning of the twentieth century people began
to depend less and less on railroads and more and more on
automobiles. By the 1950’s this transformation was nearly
complete in Canton. The freedom of travel afforded by the
automobile and highways allowed development to expand
especially after the end of World War II. By 1971 much of Canton
was largely an automobile oriented town. Canton Center has two
commuter rail stations and remains an excellent location for
residential and commercial development that is within an easy
walk of these important facilities. The following map shows land
use in Canton in 2001.
9.2 Land Use Changes
Table 9.1 compares land uses in 1971 with land uses in 2001. It
depicts changes over the last 30 years and is a view of the
community based on land uses and change.
9.2.1 Agricultural Land
Over the last thirty years agricultural land has decreased by a total
of 241 acres. Most of that loss has been former cropland that is
now residential or limited industrial uses. Only a few areas of
Canton’s rich farmland remain. These are located at the
Massachusetts Hospital School, Pequitside Farm, and a few areas
at the foot of Blue Hill.
9.2.2 Forest Land
Forest has experienced the largest loss in area. It has decreased by
1,176 acres or by 23% since 1971. Still 31% of the town remains
forested. The Natural Resources and Open Space elements of the.
Table 9.1: Land Use Changes, 1971 – 2001
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1971
acres

Land Use
Cropland

340.4

Pasture

59.9

Nursery/orchard

18.9

Forest

5,099.5

Non-forest wetland

1,083.9

Open/vacant land

298.6

Participation recreation

713.4

Spectator recreation

40.0

Water-based Recreation

2.0

Multi-family residential

19.0

Residential <1/4 acre

79.5

Residential 1/4 to 1/2 acre

1,829.6

Residential >1/2 acre

826.8

Commercial

147.8

Industrial

374.7

Urban open

307.9

2001
acres

2001
%

127.3
51.0
0
3,924.0
1,081.7
43.1
719.8
29.9
2.0
139.5
79.5
2,248.0
1,441.8
211.1
951.6
328.8

1.0%
0.4%
0.0%
31.4%
8.7%
0.3%
5.8%
0.2%
0.0%
1.1%
0.6%
18.0%
11.6%
1.7%
7.6%
2.6%
2.5%

Change

%
Change

-213.1

-63%

-9.0

-15%

-18.9

-100%

-1,176

-23%

-2.2

-0.2%

-255.5

-23%

6.4

1%

-10.1

-25%

0.0

0%

120.5

634%

0.0

0%

418.5

23%

615.0

74%

63.3

43%

576.8

154%

20.9

7%

3.1

1%

Transportation

314.3

317.4

Waste Disposal

61.7

13.3

0.1%

-48.4

-78%

454.8

457.1

3.7%

2.3

0%

12,482

12,482

Water
Total

Source: MAPC

Master Plan discuss the problem of forest fragmentation and the
importance for wildlife of maintaining large uninterrupted stands
of forest
9.2.3 Residential Land
Residential uses increased by a total of 1,154 acres. Multi-family
land area increased by 120.5 acres, ¼ to ½ acre residential
increased by 418.5 acres, and large-lot residential increased by 615
acres. The fastest growth has occurred in multi-family and large
lot residential. Growth in multi-family residential has been
concentrated in and around Canton Center with some multi-family
occurring in East Canton. Growth in ¼ to ½ acre residential use
has occurred around Canton Center and to the north of Reservoir
Pond. Large lot residential growth has occurred primarily in the
York Street area. There has been no growth in single-family
residential on lots less than ¼ acre.
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Map 15: 2001 Land Use
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9.2.4 Commercial Land
Commercial land has increased by 63.3 acres. The majority of this
growth has occurred at Cobb Corner, along Neponset Street, and
along Route 138.
9.2.5 Industrial Land
Industrial uses increased by 576.8 acres. The majority of the
growth in industrial and limited industrial uses has occurred along
Route 138, along the Neponset River, and north of Route I93.
9.3 Existing Zoning
The existing zoning regulations have evolved over more than sixty
years. They have been modified over time to respond to
development pressures and changes in community desires. The
provisions of the existing zoning regulations are summarized
below. Dimensional requirements are summarized in the zoning
table. More detailed information about the town’s zoning districts
can be found in the Zoning Bylaw.
Single Residence Districts
Canton has four single-family residential districts:
Single Residence AA – minimum lot size 45,000 square
feet
Single Residence A – minimum lot size 30,000 square feet
Single Residence B – minimum lot size 15,000 square feet
Single Residence C – minimum lot size 10,000 square feet
All of the single-family districts require a minimum frontage of 75
feet. These districts permit single-family residences. They also
allow churches and other religious uses; schools; museums and art
galleries; orchards, nursery, and market gardens; recreational and
water supply uses by a government agency, police, fire, and public
administration buildings; and the extension of an existing
cemetery. They also allow a variety of accessory uses.
Conversion of a single-family residence to a two-family residence,
nursing home, tourist home, or lodging house is permitted by
special permit if the residence meets certain criteria. A special
permit can also be issued for an accessory apartment or a
professional office or customary home occupations by a resident, if
certain criterion are met.
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A special permit and site plan approval is required for several uses
including: A private club; non-profit social, cultural or
recreational use; a structure associated with an agricultural use;
retail sales from a nursery or greenhouse; golf course, riding
academy, boat livery, or nursery school or day care.
9.3.2 General Residence District
The General Residence district (GR) allows all of the uses
permitted as of right in the single-family districts, two-family
residences, and accessory uses. The minimum lot size is 10,000
square feet for a single-family house and 12,000 square feet for a
two family.
An apartment house is allowed under a special permit on a lot with
a minimum of 217,800 square feet (5 acres) and a minimum
frontage of 150 feet. A smaller lot may qualify for an apartment
house if it can provide 10,000 square feet plus 7,000 additional
square feet for each additional family and a minimum frontage of
75 feet.
The General Residence districts also allow, by special permit,
those uses allowed by special permit in the single-family districts.
In addition, special permits can allow funeral parlors and offices or
a group of offices for doctors and dentists. Parking areas are also
allowed by special permit if provided that such area is located on a
lot that is directly adjacent to a non-residential district.
9.3.3 Business District
The Business District (B) allows a wide variety of residential and
business uses including: Any of the uses permitted as of right in
the General Residence districts; a boarding or lodging house,
convalescent or nursing home, or tourist home; any of the
additional uses permissible by special permit in any General
Residence district without requiring a special permit; and a
building containing one or two dwelling units in combination with
stores or other permitted uses, subject to certain conditions. In
addition, the following uses are allowed:
Store for the sale of goods at retail.
Showroom for building supplies (including plumbing,
heating and ventilating equipment), with storage limited to
floor samples only.
Salesroom for boats, trailers, trucks, farm implements, or
machinery, with no repair services.
Salesroom for automobiles, with no repair services.
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Map 16: Existing Zoning

Source: MAPC
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Wholesale office or showroom, with storage limited to
floor samples only.
A variety of service establishments dealing directly with
the consumer.
Shop of a builder, carpenter, cabinetmaker, caterer,
electrician, painter, paperhanger, plumber, sign painter or
upholsterer subject to certain limitations.
Printing or publishing establishment subject to certain
limitations.
Business or professional office or agency, bank or other
financial institution.
Automobile parking lot.
Accessory use incidental to a permitted main use, including
light manufacturing subject to certain limitations.
Any of the following additional uses if located in a
Business District within the Central Business Area (Canton
Center).
− Hotel or motel.
− Apartment house, or building containing three or
more dwelling units in combination with stores or
other permitted uses, subject to certain conditions.
In a Business District outside the Central Business Area, the Board
of Appeals may issue a special permit for any of the following
additional uses.
Automobile repair garage.
Restaurant or similar place for the service of food or
beverages only to persons inside a completely enclosed
building, subject to certain conditions.
Hotel or motel
Fast food establishment.
Health or exercise club.
Theater, bowling alley, dance hall, or other indoor
amusement.
In the Central Business Area, the Board of Appeals may issue a
Special Permit for the following additional uses where it
determines such use will not be detrimental to the Central Business
Area or to the Town:
Automotive service station or automotive repair garage.
Theater, bowling alley, dance hall, or other indoor
amusement.
Restaurant or fast food establishment.
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9.3.4 Limited Industrial District
The Limited Industrial District (LI) allows a wide variety of
commercial and industrial uses including: Any of the uses
permitted as of right in any Single Residence District except
dwellings; a specific list of types of manufacturing plants; printing
or publishing establishment, without limitation on floor area;
warehouse or distribution plant specifically limited to a list of
specific products; office for executive or administrative purposes;
scientific or research laboratory; public utility or communications
use; parking lot when incidental to a permitted use; and certain
accessory uses. A 50-foot wide “greenbelt” is required between
limited industrial and residential uses.
9.3.5 Industrial District
The Industrial District (I) allows a wide variety of commercial and
industrial uses including: Any of the uses permitted in any
Business or Limited Industrial District, except dwellings (other
than certain accessory quarters), and any automotive service
station. In addition, the district allows a commercial greenhouse,
kennel, animal or veterinary hospital; and a golf driving range,
"miniature" golf course, or other similar outdoor commercial
recreational use. The Board of Appeals may issue a special permit
for any other lawful retail business, restaurant or fast food
establishment, service, amusement, storage, distribution or light
manufacturing use, provided that such use is not dangerous. A 50foot wide “greenbelt” is required between industrial and residential
uses.
9.3.6 Parkland, Recreation, and Open Space District
Canton has a zoning district for open space. It applies to all land
owned by the Conservation Commission, town parks, cemeteries,
and state-owned lands. The purpose of the Parkland, Recreation
and Open Space District (PROSD) is to provide areas of low
intensity public and semipublic uses, which serve to protect and
preserve the water supply, ground water quality and natural
features, and /or features, which have a regional purpose, or
provide a valuable outdoor recreational resource. Permitted uses
include: Conservation areas for flood protection, water supply,
plants, and wildlife; recreation uses; cultural, civic, and non-profit
expositions; land providing public access to recreation and
conservation areas or bodies of water; day camps, picnic areas, and
nature study areas; golf courses and hockey rinks; and historic
structures, cemeteries, and hospitals.
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Table 9.2: Zoning
Minimum
Lot Area
Lot Width
Through
Bldg.
Frontage
Coverage
Setback

SR-AA

SR-A

SR-B

SR-C

GR

GR-Apt.

B

45,000sf

30,000sf

15,000sf

10,000sf

10,000sf

10,000sf

200 ft

150 ft

115 ft

100 ft

100 ft

100 ft

75 ft
25%

75 ft
25%

75 ft
25%

75 ft
25%

75 ft
30%

75 ft
20%

60 ft

40 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike
St.

30 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike
St

30 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike
St

30 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike
St

30 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike
St

40 ft

20 ft

15 ft

10 ft

10 ft

25 ft

None or 6 ft

35 ft

35 ft

35 ft

35 ft*

35 ft*

35 ft

40 ft*

40 ft*

40 ft*

40 ft*

Max.
40 ft*
40 ft*
Height
*Limitations and special conditions.

75 ft
40%

75 ft
50%

60 ft

60 ft

6 ft
20 ft for
dwelling

35 ft
25 ft
for RR
35 ft
25 ft
for RR

35 ft
20 ft.
for RR
35 ft
20 ft
for RR

40 ft*

40 ft*

52 ft*

90%
25 ft
60 ft for
Turnpike St
None for
Washington St

Source: Canton Zoning Bylaw.

9.3.7 Flood Hazard Areas Overlay District
Canton limits new construction and improvements to existing
structures within the limits of a 100-year flood. Its purpose is to
reduce flood losses, to preserve and maintain ground water table,
and to protect the public health and safety of persons and property
against hazards of floodwater inundation.
9.3.8 Ground Water Protection Overlay District
Canton also has a Ground Water Protection Overlay District for the
purposes of ensuring an adequate quality and quantity of water for
the residents, institutions, and businesses; to conserve the natural
resources; and to prevent temporary and permanent contamination
of the environment. Land uses and dumping or storage of
materials that could contaminate the water supply are prohibited
and/or subject to a special permit.
9.3.9 Economic Opportunity Overlay District
Canton has a provision for creating Economic Opportunity Areas
that provide additional planning flexibility and promote the
economic health and stability of the Town. It includes provisions
to encourage development that will contribute to the town’s
economic vitality. This provision allows more flexibility but uses
are limited to those in the underlying districts.
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9.3.10 Flexible Residential Development
Canton also has a provision that permits single-family dwellings
with reduced lot areas and other dimensional requirements to
create a development in which the lots are grouped together with
adjacent common open land. Its purpose is to promote a more
efficient use of land in harmony with its natural features; to
preserve common open land for conservation, agriculture, open
space, and recreational use; to preserve historical and
archaeological resources and to protect existing or potential
municipal water supplies. This flexible provision can apply to
areas in SR-AA, SR-A, and SR-B zoning districts. Minimum areas
for utilizing this provision are 300,000 square feet (6.9 acres),
200,000 square feet (4.6 acres), and 100,000 square feet (2.3 acres)
respectively. The number of lots is determined by the number that
could be developed in the underlying area without the provisions
of Flexible Residential Development.
9.3.11 Canton Center Economic Opportunity District
There is also an Economic Opportunity District for Canton Center.
Its purpose is to promote the economic health and stability of the
town by encouraging development and economic investment in the
Canton that will generate employment and tax revenue, provide
additional planning flexibility, encourage mixed-use development,
encourage the development of parks and open spaces, permit the
use of new development standards which will promote the desired
changes in Canton Center.
9.4 Existing Land Use and Zoning Observations
Canton has evolved around its early industries and mills, historic
center, and residential areas. Once productive farms have mostly
been transformed into newer residential areas and golf courses.
Extensive wetlands wend their way along brooks, around ponds,
and along the Neponset River. Important open spaces, including
these wetlands, parts of the Blue Hills state reservation, and the
golf courses, lend their character to the town. A diversity of
industrial, commercial, and residential areas attest to the town’s
historical development patterns and to its attempts to accommodate
changing modes of living and working. Newer industrial areas
along Route 138 and north of Route I93 have become regional
employment centers. Newer large-lot residential areas have
occurred primarily in the York Street area.
Canton Center, with two commuter-rail stations, has a diversity of
commercial, industrial, and varied residential uses. It is
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surrounded by some of the town’s highest density housing. It is an
example of a transit oriented village center. The Canton River and
its upstream ponds provide the opportunity for creating attractive
waterfront areas.
Major land use issues revolve around the potential future of some
of the town’s major open spaces—its golf courses, undeveloped
areas, and state-owned lands; and redevelopment of some of its
older industrial areas.
The Canton zoning bylaw has been the basis for the current mix of
land uses. In general, the zoning regulations allow a mix of land
uses and flexibility that reduces some of the worst effects of sprawl
where residential areas are separated from commercial and walking
is discouraged by land use regulation. The zoning bylaw has
sound encouragements for open space in flexible residential
developments. It has protections for ground water and flood prone
areas. The only provision in the zoning bylaw that may raise some
concern is the Limited Industrial district on part of the aquifer
leading into Reservoir Pond. It is unlikely that contamination from
this area could reach the existing town wells, more than 9,000 feet
away, but this is an area that could provide future water supply and
some contaminants could affect Reservoir Pond.
9.5 Build-out Analysis
What would Canton look like in 2025 if the town does nothing but
enforce the existing zoning? A build-out analysis looks at
privately owned land that is not currently developed and estimates
the number of buildable lots that could be developed on that land
under existing regulations. It is an alternative for the future of the
town that assumes no modifications will be made to zoning or
other land use regulations or no acquisitions will occur to prevent
development of privately owned parcels.
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council, or MAPC, has prepared
an “Existing Conditions and Future Land Use” map that illustrates
the build-out of Canton under existing zoning and other conditions
that limit or control development. The build-out population would
be 27,933 residents living in 10,916 dwelling units. This is 7,158
more than the 20,775 people in 8,163 dwelling units counted in the
2000 census.
According to the MAPC analysis there are 2,825 acres of
developable land: Developable land is defined as privately owned
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parcels, without such protection as long-term conservation
restrictions. Parcels protected by public or non-profit conservation
ownership or permanent restrictions are considered nondevelopable. To obtain the number of buildable lots in residential
areas, the area of developable land in each zone was reduced by
factors to account for wetlands, floodplain, rivers protection zones
and for roads.
Table 9.3: Build-out Lots
Zone
Acres
Allowable
lots

Business
(B &
CB)
11
NA

225

Limited
Industrial
(LI)
265

NA

NA

Industrial
(I)

General Residence Residence Residence Residence
Residence
A
AA
B
C
(GR)
(SRA)
(SRAA)
(SRB)
(SRC)
24.5
678.5
963
210
65
80

806

794

470

207

Total
2,675
2,357

Source: MAPC

The build-out analysis does not consider redevelopment
possibilities. Redevelopment of existing developed parcels could
significantly change these estimates.
9.6 Build-out Observations
Build-out is a scenario for future development that is based on
existing zoning. It assumes no changes to the factors that are
within the town’s control that affect future development. At the
expected rate of development Canton will not reach the build-out
capacity before 2025. By then it is expected to have a population
of 21,978 people living in 10,211 households or 97% of build-out.
The build-out capacity is predicted to be 22,618 people in 10,520
households.
9.6.1 Residential Development
The major areas that would be developed for residential uses under
the build-out scenario would include the four private golf courses,
undeveloped land north of Route 93, large undeveloped areas in
the York Street area, and other smaller undeveloped areas
throughout the town. No development of the state-owned lands
would be expected.
The town’s four golf courses are highly susceptible to future
development as land values increase. The town has several
interests in supporting their continued use as open space and
recreation areas. The Blue Hills and Wompatuck Country Clubs
are located on an important aquifer that provides the majority of
the town’s water supply. Pecunit Brook also provides an important
wildlife connection between the Neponset River and Reservoir
Planners Collaborative, Inc.
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Map 17: Existing Conditions and Future Land Use

Source: MAPC
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Pond and to wetlands associated with Pequit Brook. At 196 acres
Blue Hills Country Club is among the largest privately owned
parcels in town.
Likewise, the Wompatuck Country Club is also important for
water supply and provides a wildlife corridor connecting Reservoir
Pond to Beaver Meadow Brook and its associated wetlands. At 85
acres, it is also a large privately owned parcel. Its location on
Reservoir Pond makes it a highly desirable location for either
development, or as open space. The portion of the Brook Meadow
Country Club in Canton (84 acres) is also located within a water
supply protection zone and is adjacent to Neponset River and its
wetlands. Much of the Milton-Hoosic Golf Course (82 acres) is
also located within a water supply protection zone and its location
along Ponkapoag Brook means that it contributes to the viability of
a wildlife connection between the Neponset River and Ponkapoag
Pond.
The golf courses are defining aspects of Canton. Both the private
and the public golf courses contribute to the overall character of
the town and help define the quality of life of its residents. Many
fashionable communities have been developed around golfing and
their success and popularity is often founded on these assets. Their
residents base their lifestyle and the continued value of their real
estate on the future of these courses. Deed convents, homeowners’
association agreements and other arrangements protect these assets
from future development. It would take a two-thirds vote of the
state legislature to change the use of the state-owned golf courses
from recreation to another use. No such protections exist for the
private courses in Canton.
9.6.2 Commercial and Industrial Development
The build-out scenario would also result in 11,050,621 square feet
of additional floor area for commercial and industrial uses. This
development would occur in the 811 acres of undeveloped land
zoned for these uses excluding wetlands. The majority of this
commercial and industrial development would occur in the Rt. 138
corridor, near the intersection of Rt. 95 and Dedham Street, near
the intersection of Rt. 24 and Rt. 139 and around the intersection of
Rt. 93 and Rt. 138.
9.6.3 Impacts of Build-out
The following table shows a variety of impacts that would result
from the build-out scenario. Each of these figures would be an
addition to current numbers.
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Table 9.4: Build-out Impacts
Zoning
District
B & CBD
I
LI
GR
SRA
SRAA
SRB
SRC
Total

Residential
Water Use
(gal./day)

Com. & Ind.
Water Use
(gal./day)

Solid Waste
(tons)

NonRecycled
Solid Waste
(tons)

School
Students

New
Roads
(miles)

105.1
1,074.6
1,059.3
626.7
276.5
3,142.2

74.7
764.1
753.3
445.7
196.6
2,234.4

30
308
303
180
79
900

0.67
6.87
6.77
4.00
1.77
20.08

17,423
380,461
430,912
15,364
157,099
154,874
91,628
40,422
459,387
828,797
Source: MAPC
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